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The AW159 is the new twin-engine all weather multi-role, multi-mission, 
maritime aircraft, capable of autonomous detection, identification and 
engagement against surface and sub-surface targets. 

Operating worldwide in the most demanding open ocean and littoral 
environments, the AW159 rotorcraft extend theatre horizons to provide 
force projection for Maritime Commanders.

Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor - 
Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.
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COVER: Soldiers load onto a CH-47 Chinook helicopter before participating in an air assault 
training exercise at Division Hill, Fort Drum, New York, in February 2018. (Photo: US Army)  
ABOVE: A Royal Australian Navy MH-60R Seahawk helicopter during a forward passenger 
transfer with HMAS Rankin inside Cockburn Sound, Western Australia. (Photo: Royal  
Australian Navy)
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ROTORCRAFT
This section describes the main rotorcraft in military service, under development or on 
offer to military customers. Each aircraft is illustrated with a photograph and specifications 
including a description of current usage as well as technical data.

Entries appear alphabetically under the principal manufacturer holding design authority, 
unless otherwise stated.

• Gross weight: maximum all-up weight including internal load
• Empty weight: weight without fuel, crew, payload or weapons
• Length: normally fuselage length, occasionally with rotors running (‘overall’)
• Payload: maximum load either internal or external
• Max speed: VNE at sea level
• Range: typical sortie, still air
• HIGE: hover in ground effect
• HOGE: hover outside ground effect 
If your company produces a helicopter that you believe should be listed in this section, 
please contact Karima Thibou at karima.t@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in 
the Shephard Plus online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print 
edition.

ABOVE: US soldiers perform the preflight checks on an AH-64 Apache in October 2017 before it leaves to Chièvres Air Base, Belgium,  
in support of Operation Atlantic Resolve. (Photo: US Army)
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ROTORCRAFTSPECIFICATIONS

The AS565 MBe is a medium twin multipurpose helicopter 
using technologies derived from Airbus Helicopters’ experience 
with the AS365 Dauphin family. It is an all-weather, multirole 
light rotorcraft designed for operation in severe environments, 
including hot-and-high conditions, and ship-borne operations, 
including the maritime security mission spectrum and ASuW. 
The aircraft design has a large cabin (two crew members and 
ten passengers) allowing various layout possibilities. Avionics 
systems include FADEC and VEMD to improve safety and 
reduce pilot workload. It also includes dual-channel four-axis 
digital AFCS with SAR modes and glass cockpit technology.  
The helicopter has a modular mechanical assembly design, 
with Starflex rotor heads, blades and airframe, and incorporates 
a Fenestron tail rotor for high manoeuvrability and low external 
sound levels. The more resistant tail blades are asymmetrically 
spaced and based on new resin transfer moulding technology. 
Improvements include an increase of OEI performance with a 
super contingency rating of 1,129shp during 30s up to three 
times in the same flight. Search and surveillance capabilities 
have also been improved with the installation of a FLIR system, 
multi-mode radar and full NVG compatibility. The AS565 MBe  
is qualified to operate from over 100 classes of NATO ships, and 
complies with NATO STANAGs regarding tie-down fittings, fuel 
hoses and DC/AC electrical connectors. The helicopter’s use of  
a hydraulically activated harpoon with deck-lock securing 
enables the AS565 MBe to land and take off from ship decks 
regardless of the wind direction. The Sea Venom/ANL (see 
separate entry) developed by MBDA is intended to equip the 
Panther for ASW. In November 2014, PT Dirgantara Indonesia 
ordered 11 AS565 MBe Panthers, delivered to the Indonesian 

Navy over three years, for ASW missions. The Mexican Navy has 
also taken delivery of ten aircraft, with the last examples 
handed over in December 2017. Applications: maritime 
surveillance, SAR, transport, logistic support, CASEVAC/
MEDEVAC, offshore patrol and counter-terrorism Overall 
length: 12.11m Rotor diameter: 11.94m Height: 3.97m Empty 
weight: 2,406kg Cruise speed: 143kt Range: 796km (at MTOW) 
MTOW: 4,500kg gross Powerplant: 2x 985hp Turbomeca Arriel 
2N turboshafts Weapons: Stand Alone Weapon System with 
20mm cannon, ATG and ATA missiles, rockets or machine guns; 
AS565 MB weaponry includes anti-submarine torpedoes, 
20mm door gun and .50cal sniper rifle for law enforcement 
missions at sea

Airbus Helicopters ► AS532 AC/AL/SC/UC/UE/UL Cougar

The AS532 UE is the basic version, with a long fuselage and 
marketed for tactical transport and logistical support missions. 
SC is a navalised version intended for ASuW and ASW, no 
longer marketed by Airbus Helicopters. UC is the short utility 
version for tactical transport and external load carrying. AC and 
AL are armed versions which can be equipped with 
pod-mounted cannon, rocket launchers and side-firing cannon. 
UL is the medium tonnage tactical transport. The first of 12 
AS532 AL Cougars was handed over to the Bulgarian Air Force 
in August 2006, as part of a deal worth $360 million. The AL 
version has been selected by the Albanian Air Force, to meet 
NATO requirements, and Georgia. A new version is now 
available, the H215M (see separate entry). Applications: UE 
– tactical transport and logistical support missions; UC – tactical 
transport and external load-carrying; AC/AL – armed; UL – tacti-
cal transport Overall length: 15.53m (short versions), 16.29m 
(long versions) Rotor diameter: 15.6m Height: 4.95m Empty 
weight: ranging from 4,365kg (UC) to 4,558kg (SC) Max load on 
sling: 4,500kg Cruise speed: ranging from 125kt (SC) to 139kt 
(UC/AC/UL/AL) Powerplant: 2x 1,819shp (take-off power) 
Turbomeca Makila 1A1 turboshafts MTOW: 9,000kg gross 
Weapons: machine guns, cannon and rockets, torpedoes

Airbus Helicopters ► AS565 MBe Panther
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ROTORCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS

Airbus Helicopters ► H125M

The H125M is a military version of the civil H125. The H125M is 
the single-engine, multipurpose 2t version of the Fennec armed 
aerial scout family. The helicopter has a reduced radar signature 
through the use of composite materials and low IR-reflective 
paint. It is tailored for locating and attacking targets of 
opportunity, with capabilities in hot-and-high environments. 
Applications: armed scout, light utility, training Cruise speed: 
139kt Range: 650km (max weight, sea level, ISA) MTOW: 
2,250kg, 2,450kg with jettisonable external weapons, 2,800kg 
with external load Powerplant: 847hp Turbomeca Arriel 2D 
turboshaft with dual-channel FADEC Weapons: weapon system 
with 20mm cannon, air-to-ground/air-to-air missiles, rockets or 
machine guns

Airbus Helicopters ► H135M

The H135M (formerly known as the EC635) is a light utility 
variant of the EC135 twin-engine, multipurpose 3t helicopter. In 
addition to two pilots it has seats for up to six passengers. The 
H135M can be equipped with Safran or P&WC powerplants –  
both are FADEC-controlled. Technical features include a 
composite hingeless main rotor head with four composite 
blades and a Fenestron with asymmetrically spaced blades and 
sound attenuation chambers in the fin. Avionics options include 
a glass cockpit and EO sensors. An EW system has the 
capability to detect, classify, track and indicate incoming laser, 
radar and missile threats to warn the crew and to activate chaff 
and flare countermeasures. Modular light armour for cockpit, 
cabin and cargo compartment can be fitted, along with an EO 
system and helmet-mounted sight and display for pilot and 
co-pilot. Its cabin layout allows the H135M to be fitted for 
missions such as light utility, armed scout, ground fire support, 
CASEVAC and initial to advanced tactical training. Equipped 
with the Stand Alone Weapon System, the aircraft can be fitted 
with 12.7mm machine guns, 20mm cannon pods, 70mm 
rockets (conventional and laser-guided) or air-to-ground 
missiles for armed scout or light attack missions. Different types 
of weapon can be applied to 14in NATO standard lugs; 
retractable door pintle mounts for machine guns can be 
installed on both sides of the cabin. By the end of 2015, 98 
H135M/H135s were flying for military operators, with an 
additional 36 in the pipeline. Examples are the German Army 
Aviation School at Bückeburg, which has been operating 14 
H135s since 2000, and the Swiss Air Force which operates 18 
H135s and two EC135s for utility and advanced training 
missions, replacing the SA 316 Alouette III. Other military  

operators are Brazil, Iraq, Ireland, Jordan, Japan and Spain. In 
May 2016, Airbus was selected by Ascent as the Aircraft Service 
Provider for the UK’s Military Flying Training System. The 
contract, worth £500 million over 17 years, covers the provision 
of 29 H135s and 3 H145s capable of delivering 28,000h/yr. 
Overall length: 12.16m Fuselage length: 10.20m Rotor 
diameter: 10.2m Height: 3.51m Empty weight: 1,462kg Range: 
630km, 830km with long-range tank (P2e); 615km, 810km with 
long-range tank (T2e) MTOW: 2,950kg, 3,000kg with external 
load Powerplant: 2x 667shp P&WC PW206B2 (P2e) or 634shp 
Safran Arrius 2B2 (T2e) turboshafts Seating: 6 passengers plus 2 
pilots Max speed/VNE: 140kt Weapons: Stand Alone Weapon 
System with 12.7mm heavy machine gun pod, 20mm cannon 
pod, 70mm unguided and/or semi-active laser-guided rockets 
or Ingwe missiles
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ROTORCRAFTSPECIFICATIONS

Airbus Helicopters ► H145M

The H145M (formerly known as the EC645 T2) is the military 
version of the H145 medium-sized (3.7t) helicopter, marketed as 
a multirole helicopter for military forces. The integration of new 
Safran engines, four-axis AFCS and Fenestron tail rotor is 
intended to improve safety and mission efficiency. The H145M’s 
unobstructed main cabin, equipped with a flat floor and two 
rows of rails, is reconfigurable. The sliding side and rear clamshell 
doors, along with a high-set main rotor and Fenestron, offer 360° 
approachability for loading/unloading of armament, passengers 
or cargo while the rotors are turning. It can seat two pilots and 
up to ten passengers in crashworthy and foldable seats. 
Equipped with a generic weapon system, the H145M is fitted 
with a mission computer, an EO system with TV and IR cameras 
and laser rangefinder (with designator as needed), a targeting 
system with helmet-mounted sight and display, two 
multi-purpose weapon pylons and a choice of weapons load 
(12.7mm machine guns, 20mm cannon pod, 70mm rockets 
(conventional and laser-guided) or air-to-ground missiles). This 
weapon system – combined with the Helionix NVG-compatible 
glass cockpit, including vehicle and engine management display 
(VEMD), digital map, video recording, CMA-9000 FMS and data 
link – provides situational awareness for the crew, while 
self-protection is provided by armour, self-sealing fuel tanks, and 
a full EWS suite (radar, laser and missile departure detectors 
combined with chaff/flare dispensers). In May 2015, the aircraft 
acheived EASA-certification. The German Armed Forces has 
ordered 15, with the initial two delivered in December 2015, for 
special forces missions. The Royal Thai Navy ordered five aircraft 
with multipurpose pylons offering axial armament capabilities. In 
May 2016 Airbus Helicopters was selected by Ascent as the 
Aircraft Service Provider for the UK’s Military Flying Training 

System. The contract, worth £500 million over 17 years, covers the 
provision of 29 H135s and 3 H145s capable of delivering 
28,000h/yr. Serbia also ordered nine of the type in late 2016, 
which will be fitted with the HForce weapon system. In March 
2017, Airbus announced the integration of the Thales FZ275 LGR, 
to be deployed with the 12-tube rocket launcher FZ231. 
Applications: special operations, airlift, SAR and CASEVAC/
MEDEVAC, armed scout and light attack Overall length: 13.63m 
Fuselage length: 11.69m Rotor diameter: 11m, tail rotor 1.15m 
Height: 3.95m Payload: 1,769kg useful Cruise speed: 129kt (at 
MTOW, sea level) Range: 638km; 803km with long-range tank (at 
MTOW, sea level) MTOW: 3,700kg with external load Powerplant: 
2x 894shp (take-off power) Safran Arriel 2E turboshafts HOGE: 
8,750ft (MTOW, ISA) HIGE: 12,550ft (MTOW, ISA) Weapons: 
proposed weapon fits include 20mm or .50cal HMG pod, ATGMs, 
70mm unguided rocket launchers (7 or 12 rounds) and .50cal 
pintle-mounted HMGs or M134 Dillon machine gun

Airbus Helicopters ► H160

Airbus Helicopters unveiled a full-scale model of the H160 
medium twin rotorcraft on 3 March 2015 at Heli-Expo. The 
utility helicopter, the first to be released under the Airbus 
Helicopters identity, is being developed as a successor to the 
company’s Dauphin family. The H160 has the Airbus Helionix 
avionics suite and integrates 68 patents, mostly for the Blue 
Edge main rotor blades, which provide a 50% reduction in 
sound levels using a double-swept shape. It also increases 
performance levels with 100kg additional payload compared to 
conventional blades. The H160 also includes Esterline CMC’s 
CMA-9000 flight management system and CMA-5024 GPS 
landing system sensor. The canted Fenestron contributes to 
higher performance levels (40kg increased payload) and a 
sound level reduction of several decibels. The biplane horizontal 
stabiliser improves performance levels to permit 50kg 
additional payload at low speed. The first prototype made its 
initial flight on 13 June 2015 and was followed by the second 
on 27 January 2016. First customer deliveries of the H160 are 
anticipated for 2019. In October 2017, Airbus announced that 
the third prototype H160, PT3, had completed its maiden flight. 
Equipped with a cabin interior similar to the eventual 
serial-production aircraft, it will contribute to flight test and 
certification activities. Company officials said the third 
prototype incorporated a significant number of modifications 
based on feedback resulting from the first two years of testing 
by development, production and support teams. Airbus 
Helicopters has so far accumulated over 500 hours of flight 
testing. According to the company, the H160’s new final 
assembly line at Marignane is almost complete and will be 
ready to start serial production shortly. In March 2017, the 

French MoD announced its intention to incorporate the H160 
platform into the forefront of its modernisation programme. 
Under the Joint Light Helicopter programme, the MoD intends 
to use the H160 as the replacement for a number of in-service 
helicopters, including the Alouette III, Dauphin SP and Fennec, 
with 160 to 190 helicopters expected to be procured. Aiming to 
be completed as early as 2024, this development signals the 
platform’s first military application. Powerplant: 2x Safran 
Arrano turboshafts MTOW: 5.5-6t Cruise speed: 160kt HOGE: 
5,000ft Seating: 12 in passenger configuration
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ROTORCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS

Airbus Helicopters ► H215M

The H215M (formerly known as the AS532 ALe) is the most 
recent addition to the Cougar family. It is a medium-weight 
twin (9t-class), combining the AS532’s dynamic and basic 
assemblies with the avionics and AFCS of the H225M. The 
Super Puma/Cougar family (more than 800 helicopters 
delivered) has logged more than 5 million flight hours. 
Outfitted with a full glass cockpit and modern avionics, the 
H215M’s flight deck is compatible with NVGs. Features include 
Airbus Helicopters’ dual-duplex digital four-axis autopilot and 
associated AFCS, which provide flight envelope protection, 
precision and stability. Also incorporated in the instrument 
panel is the vehicle and engine multifunction display to further 
enhance flight safety. The H215M can operate in hot-and-high 
conditions, and has the ability to fly in icing conditions. It has a 
rugged fuselage that includes high-energy absorption landing 
gear. Crashworthy seats are installed for the pilot and co-pilot. 
The fuel tanks are crash-resistant, while multipurpose air intakes 
provide protection against sand and icing. The H215M can carry 
a crew of two up to 24 troops for transport missions. It can 
accommodate six patients on stretchers plus ten other 
passengers on MEDEVAC flights. Armament qualified for the 
H215M includes pod-mounted 20mm cannon, 68mm rocket 
launchers and side-mounted rapid-fire machine guns. 
Applications: transport, SAR and CSAR, CASEVAC, fire support 
Overall length: 18.7m Rotor diameter: 15.6m Height: 4.95m 
Empty weight: 4,610kg Max load on sling: 4,500kg Cruise 
speed: 139kt Powerplant: 2x 1,877shp Turbomeca Makila 1A1 
turboshafts MTOW: 9,000kg gross, 9,350kg with external 
payload Weapons: machine guns, cannon and rockets
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ENGINES
The following section provides data on a selection of powerplants produced for rotary-wing 
aircraft. Entries are shown in alphabetical order by manufacturer and engine model.
The specifications listed here are intended to provide a handy, at-a-glance reference of  
the engines produced by each manufacturer and the aircraft they are used on. It is by no 
means exhaustive given the large number of re-engining programmes currently under  
way by third-party companies. Manufacturers and agents can supply more information  
on request.
If your company produces an engine that you believe should be listed in this section, 
please contact Karima Thibou at karima.t@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in 
the Shephard Plus online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print 
edition.

ABOVE: In March 2018, Qatar announced it had selected Safran Helicopter Engines as the engine supplier for its new NH90 fleet. 
(Photo: Safran Helicopter Engines)

EQUIPMENT
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ATEC – ADVANCED TURBINE  
ENGINE COMPANY 
HPW3000
The Improved Turbine Engine Program (ITEP) is the US 
Army’s effort to build a 50% more powerful and 25% 
more fuel-efficient military engine for its Black Hawk 
and Apache fleets, as well as the next-generation Future 
Vertical Lift (FVL) helicopter. The HPW3000 dual-spool 
engine offers 20% longer engine life with a 20-35% lower 
production and maintenance cost, a ‘drop-in’ engine that 
requires little modification and the ability to meet the 
demands of the next-generation FVL platform. Engine 
performance: 6,000ft at 35.5°C Platforms: UH-60 Black 
Hawk and AH-64 Apache

GE AVIATION 
GE38-1B
Three 7,500shp-class GE38-1B engines (designated 
T408-GE-400 by the USN) provide the power for the 
CH-53K King Stallion aircraft, which is scheduled for initial 
operational capability in 2019. The T408 gives the CH-53K 
helicopter the power to carry a 12,000kg external load over 
a mission radius of 200km in hot weather conditions, nearly 
triple the capacity of current aircraft. Sikorsky selected 
the GE38-1B turboshaft engine in 2006 for the USMC 
CH-53K heavy-lift helicopter programme. It provides 57% 
more power and 18% lower SFC than the GE T64 and has 
63% fewer parts for lower operating and support costs. 
GE delivered the first engine for the CH-53K Ground Test 
Vehicle (GTV) in mid-2011. In January 2014, GE fired up 
the engines on the CH-53K GTV. The engine has amassed 
more than 3,500 test hours and 13 engines have been 
delivered to Sikorsky. The engine has since successfully 
powered the first flight of the USMC’s CH-53K. Length: 
1.46m Width: 68.58cm Features: architecture incorporates 
new aerodynamic features for more efficient operation 
and improved cooling schemes and materials for added 
durability Application: CH-53K Output: 7,500shp

T58
The General Electric T58 is a US turboshaft helicopter 
engine. Development commenced with a 1953 USN 
requirement for a helicopter turboshaft to weigh under 
180kg while delivering 800hp. The engine General Electric 
eventually built weighed only 110kg and delivered 1,050hp. 
First flight was on a modified Sikorsky HSS-1 in 1957, and 
civil certification for the CT58-100 variant was obtained two 
years later. In production from 1955 to 1984, some 6,300 
units were built. In July 1959, it became the first turbine 
engine to gain FAA certification for civil helicopter use. 
The engine was licence-built and further developed by de 
Havilland in the UK as the Gnome, in West Germany and 
also manufactured by Alfa Romeo and the IHI Corporation. 
A number of unprecedented features were incorporated 
into the T58, namely an all-axial compressor making the 
blades at the rear very small and thin; compressor handling 
at part speed is facilitated by several rows of variable 
stators at the front part of the unit; a single stage power 
turbine that delivers power to the rear of engine; and the 
combustor is a straight-through annular design, rather than 
reverse flow. The main production version of the engine 
was the T58-GE-10, developing 1,400hp, whereas the most 
powerful version, the T58-GE-16, produces 1,870hp. Length: 
1,397mm Weight: 129kg (without reduction gearbox) 
Output: 1,250hp

T64
The T64 is a turboshaft/turboprop engine that now 
has over 11 million flight hours of operation. The T64 
engine was designed to power rotary- and fixed-wing 
applications ranging from Sikorsky’s H-53E models for 
marine corps and navy heavy-lift helicopters, to short 
take-off and landing fixed-wing transports and a multi-
engine amphibious aircraft. The T64 models vary in 
operating temperature, diameter, length, weight and 
power. Country: US Width: 50.8cm/51.08cm (model 
dependent) Platforms: rotary- and fixed-wing

T700-701D
Designed to be rugged, reliable and maintainable, the 
T700-701D turboshaft engine powers the Sikorsky UH-60M 
Black Hawk and Boeing AH-64E. It provides improved 
durability and performance while still being maintainable 
with current GSE. In 2015, GE was awarded a $2 billion 
contract to support the T700 701D/401C sale to foreign 
militaries. GE Aviation has since supplied its T700 military-
designated turboshaft engine to Firehawk Helicopters, 
following an exemption from the FAA to sell the engine 
to commercial customers. Firehawk Helicopters has 
subsequently deployed two UH-60A helicopters powered 
by T700-701D engines in support of forest fire-fighting 
operations in the US. The FAA exemption also clears GE 
to sell T700 parts to support the growing commercial 
fleet of UH-60A helicopters that are being divested by the 
US Army. T700 engines serve all five branches of the US 
military and numerous export customers. GE Aviation has 
emphasised the T700-701D’s hot-and-high performance 
making it suitable for Firehawk’s fire-fighting operations, 
when the aircraft lifts 2,700-3,200kg of water six to eight 
times per hour. A variant of the engine, the YT706, is 
installed on the Sikorsky S-97 coaxial compound rotorcraft. 
Length: 117cm Weight: 207kg Thrust range: 1,700-2,000shp 
Platforms: UH-60M, AH-64E

T700/CT7
Developed in response to the US Army’s requirement to 
deliver added power and improved field maintainability, 
20,000 T700/CT7 engines have now surpassed 100 million 
flight hours in nearly four decades of service. In addition 
to proving their mettle in harsh military operating 
environments, T700/CT7 engines have been selected by 
130 customers in 50 countries supporting their transport, 
medical evacuation, air rescue, special operations and 
marine patrol needs. The T700/CT7 baseline engine was 
designed for the US Army’s UH-60A Black Hawk as a 
result of lessons learned from operations in Vietnam. The 
US Army chose two later versions, the -701 and -701C, for 
the AH-64 Apache and UH-60L Black Hawk. The T700-
T6E1 was the first engine used for NH90 shipboard trials. 
The T700-701K is now being developed, offering the first 
rear-drive variant of the T700 family for the Korean Surion 
Helicopter programme. Platforms: AH-64, UH-60L, SH-60, 
UH-60J, NH90, Bell 214ST, MH-60G, MH-60K, MH-60R/S, 
UH-60M, S-92, AH-1W, SH-2G, UH-1Y, AW101, S-97

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL 
HTS900
The HTS900 two-spool turboshaft is the latest engine 
to join the Honeywell family of helicopter engines and 
incorporates next-generation dual-centrifugal compressor 
architecture. It was originally developed and FAA-certified 
at 1,021shp Sea Level Standard Day, in support of the 
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5,000h; demonstrated mean time before unscheduled 
engine removals over 4,000h (T53-17BCV) Take-off power: 
1,800shp (max), 1,500shp (continuous) (T53-L-703) 

T55
The T55-GA-7 14A is a turboshaft in the 13kg/s airflow 
size class. Honeywell has produced more than 6,000 
T55-series engines for military and civil use, and the 
type has accumulated more than 12 million service 
hours. The T55-GA-714A US Army upgrade programme 
and the 55-L-714A new production or upgrade kits 
for international customers provide a 22% increase in 
power, 7% reduction in SFC and 25% total reduction in 
operation and support costs and the engine generates 
a maximum of 4,777shp at Sea Level Standard Day. 
A development programme is under way to support 
future growth requirements. A combination seven-stage 
axial/single-stage centrifugal compressor is driven by 
a two-stage gas generator. The engine is controlled by 
FADEC. The control system automatically prevents the 
engine from exceeding any of its safe operating limits 
throughout the environmental range and operating 
envelope. The engine model has been developed along 
with the CH-47 platform from 1,600 to over 4,800shp. 
Application: Boeing CH-47/Model 234 Output: 4,777shp 
at Sea Level Standard Day

LHTEC – LIGHT HELICOPTER TURBINE 
ENGINE COMPANY 
CTS800
The CTS800, the result of the LHTEC partnership 
between Honeywell and Rolls-Royce, provides power 
across a range of military and civil aircraft including 
several versions of the Lynx family of helicopters, the 
AW159 Wildcat and the T129 ATAK attack helicopter. 
Additionally, the engine family has powered the Sikorsky 
X-2 Technology demonstrator to its world record speed 
and has been installed in a number of light- and 
medium-utility, scout and attack platforms. With a 
compact and lightweight design, the engine has a design 
life of up to 6,000h/20-year operation cycle and offers the 
highest power-to-weight ratio and lowest SFC in its power 
class, says the company. CTS800 engines for the Turkish 
Light Utility Helicopter programme will be supplied 
by LHTEC under a contract with Turkish Aerospace 
Industries, it was announced on 10 December 2015. 
The contract formalises an MoU signed between the 
companies at the 2015 Paris Air Show. Work will consist 
of a five-year development programme to integrate and 
certify the CTS800-4AT engine model on the Turkish Light 
Utility Helicopter platform. LHTEC plans to industrialise 
production and maintenance of the engine in Turkey. 
The commercial CTS800-4N variant was FAA-certified in 
November 2003 and has a speed-reduction gearbox. The 
CTS800-4K powers the boundary layer control system 
on the ShinMaywa US-2 amphibious SAR aircraft. The 
engine has a modular design, combining a twin-spool 
compressor, annular combustor and bladed four-stage 
turbine. The engine is capable of operating in austere 
environments due to the integrated particle separator 
inlet. The engine also has a dual-channel FADEC system. 
Length: 86cm Width: 56cm Weight: 170kg Assigned 
service life: up to 6,000h/20-year operation cycle 
Platforms: Lynx; AW159 Wildcat; T129; X-2; LUH

Bell 417 and ARH programmes. The HTS900 has been 
installed in the Bell Block II Kiowa Warrior development 
helicopter for demonstration purposes and the Eagle 
Copters 407HP helicopter on a supplemental type 
certificate basis. Its design comprises three modules: 
the accessory/reduction gearbox; the gas generator; and 
the combustor/power turbine assembly. A single-stage 
power turbine drives the front-mounted reduction 
gearbox and the forward and aft power output shafts. 
Air is directed through a reverse-flow, effusion-cooled, 
annular combustor. The gas generator shaft is supported 
by a forward thrust bearing and an aft roller bearing. 
The power turbine is mounted on an aft thrust bearing 
and two roller bearings at the front of the shaft. Main 
power drive is from the forward side of the accessory/
reduction gearbox, with an additional co-axial tail-rotor 
drive on the aft side. The output gear drives through an 
integral, one-way, sprag-type overrunning clutch to the 
output shaft. Length: 935mm Height: 630mm Features: 
FADEC and several next-generation technologies such 
as single-crystal cooled gas producer turbine blades and 
incorporates the overriding clutch within the engine 
reduction gearbox Platforms: Eagle Copter STC for Bell 
407, Kopter SKYe SH09, Kiowa Warrior upgrade, OH-58 
Block II upgrade Output: 1,021shp

T53
The T53 is a turboshaft engine, designed for use on 
helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. More than 19,000 T53-
series engines have been produced to date, powering an 
extensive list of military and commercial helicopters. After 
60 years of service, the engine has achieved more than 
62 million flight hours. On the latest T53-17BCV, TBO 
and the demonstrated mean time before unscheduled 
engine removals have been increased. Length: 121cm 
(T53-L-703) Width: 61cm (T53-L-703) Height: 61cm 
(T53-L-703) Application platforms: Bell UH-1H, Huey II, 
Kaman K-Max, Fuji-Bell 205B Time between overhaul: 

The CTS800 offers a high power-to-weight ratio and low SFC, and 
powers the T129 ATAK attack helicopter, among other platforms.  
(Image: Honeywell)
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condition-based maintenance. The two versions feature 
dual-channel FADEC and OEI 30-second emergency 
ratings. The 2C variant develops 1,285hp at take-off sea 
level ISA. The thermal power increase of the enhanced 
MTR-390-E is 14% for increased capabilities in hot-and-
high conditions. It powers Airbus Helicopters’ latest Tiger 
HAD. Length: 212cm Width: 79cm Height: 67cm Weight: 
197kg dry Platforms: Tiger, Tiger HAD Take-off power: 2C 
variant develops 1,285hp at take-off sea level ISA

PRATT & WHITNEY CANADA 
PT6B Family
The initial models in the PT6B series were derived 
directly from the PT6T TwinPac engine (see separate 
entry). The PT6B-37A has automatic fuel control and 
an electronic power turbine governor with a manual 
back-up - a feature claimed to be unique for single-
engine operations. The 1,000shp-class single-engine 
configuration has been produced in six models. More 
than 469 PT6B engines power aircraft in service with 
160 operators in 50 countries, having accumulated more 
than 1.7 million flying hours in applications such as 
HEMS, business and utility operations. The PT6B series 
models range in shaft horsepower from 900 to over 2,000. 
The basic engine layout is the same as the PT6T and 
PT6A turboprop; this involves a two-shaft configuration 
consisting of a multi-stage compressor driven by a single-
stage compressor turbine and an independent shaft 
coupling the power turbine to the output shaft through 
the offset reduction gearbox. The PT6B engines power 
the AW119 Koala, produced by Leonardo since 2016. 
Length: 164cm Width: 49.5cm Height: 89cm Platforms: 
AW119Ke (PT6B-37A) Output: 1,000hp (PT6B-37A) 
Application platforms: single- and twin-engine helicopters

PT6C Family
P&WC describes the PT6C family as the latest technology 
for new-generation medium-class helicopters and 
tiltrotors. This 1,600-2,000shp-class engine series has 
been produced in four models and utilised for a diverse 
range of applications including oil exploration, HEMS, 
maritime patrol, business and utility operations. To date, 
it powers over 1,372 helicopters in service with 197 
operators in 68 countries. The PT6C-67 remains a PT6 in 
its basic configuration with a two-shaft layout consisting 
of a multi-stage compressor driven by a single-stage 
compressor turbine and an independent shaft coupling 
the power turbine to the output shaft. It has engine 
control ranging from EEC to FADEC, which provides ease 
of pilot operation. Length: 165cm (PT6C-67A/C/E); 150cm 
(PT6C-67D) Platforms: AW609 (PT6C-67A); AW139 (PT6C-
67C); H175 (PT6C-67E) Output: 1,942hp (PT6C-67A); 
1,679hp (PT6C-67C); 1,777hp (PT6C-67E)

PT6T Family
The PT6T TwinPac engine has powered medium-class 
helicopters for four decades. The 1,800-2,000shp class 
twin-power engines have been produced in 11 models, 
and power aircraft in service with 360 operators in 99 
countries. More than 7,000 PT6T engines have been 
produced since the family entered service in the 1990s, 
accumulating more than 44 million flying hours in 
applications such as oil exploration, EMS, maritime patrol 
and utility operations. The PT6T TwinPac engine, which 
has most notably been installed on the Agusta and Bell 
212 and 412 helicopters, offers an output power of 1,800-

LYCOMING ENGINES 
O-360 Series - HIO-360-D1A – fuel injected
The Lycoming O-360-series engines are four-cylinder, 
direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled models. 
Weight: 131kg less optional starter, alternator Application: 
S-300CB Specific fuel consumption: 44l/h at 75% power 
Take-off power: 190shp

O-360 Series - HIO-360-G1A – fuel injected
The Lycoming O-360-series engines are four-cylinder, 
direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled models. 
Weight: 119kg less optional starter, alternator Application: 
S-300CBi Specific fuel consumption: 41l/h at 75% power 
Take-off power: 180shp

O-360 Series - O-360-J2A – carbureted
The Lycoming O-360-series engines are four-cylinder, 
direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled models. 
Weight: 117kg less optional starter, alternator Application: 
R22 Beta II Specific fuel consumption: 35l/h at 75% 
power Take-off power: 225shp

O-360 Series – HIO-360-F1AD – fuel injected
The Lycoming O-360-series engines are four-cylinder, 
direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled models. 
Weight: 132kg less optional starter, alternator Application: 
Enstrom 280F, 280 FX, F28F Specific fuel consumption: 
44l/h at 75% power Take-off power: 225shp

O-540 Series - IO-540-AE1A5 – fuel injected
The Lycoming O-540-series engines are six-cylinder, 
direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled models. 
Weight: 203kg less optional starter, alternator Application: 
R44 Raven II Specific fuel consumption: 57l/h at 75% 
power Take-off power: 260shp

O-540 Series – O-540-F1B5
The Lycoming O-540-series engines are six-cylinder, 
direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled models. 
Weight: 167kg less optional starter, alternator Application: 
R44 Raven I Specific fuel consumption: 57l/h at 75% 
power Take-off power: 260shp

MOTOR SICH 
D-136/D-136 series 1
The D-136 and D-136 series 1 turboshaft engines are used 
to power the world’s largest Mi-26 and Mi-26T Halo twin-
engine transport helicopters. Main features of the engine 
include low fuel consumption, high reliability, high power, 
easy maintenance and high repairability, according to 
the company. Length: 3,715mm Width: 1,124mm Height: 
1,382mm Weight: 1,077kg Take-off power: 11,400shp 
Assigned service life: 6,000h Application: Mi-26 and Mi-26T 
Specific fuel consumption: 0.194kg/hp

MTU AERO ENGINES 
MTR390
Jointly developed by MTU, Safran Helicopter Engines 
and Rolls-Royce, the MTR390-2C powers the Tiger 
attack helicopter. ITP joined the programme for the 
development of the MTR390 Enhanced. The engine 
is based on a modular architecture (gearbox, gas 
generator, power turbine) and is the first engine with full 
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INTEGRATED MISSION SYSTEMS
A selection of offerings from the major companies that integrate military mission systems 
into rotorcraft. Helicopter manufacturers are capable of completing this kind of work, but 
are increasingly partnering with outside systems houses such as those listed here. The 
entries in this section include examples of their work, which is tailored to the requirements 
of individual customers.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by company name.
If your company produces equipment that you believe should be listed in this section, 
please contact Karima Thibou at karima.t@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in 
the Shephard Plus online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print 
edition.

ABOVE: An aircrewman operates the sensor console in HMAS Darwin’s S-70B-2 Seahawk helicopter for an ASW exercise during 
Exercise Kakadu. (Photo: Royal Australian Navy)

EQUIPMENT
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AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (GERMANY) 
Sferion
As a pilot assistance system, Sferion is designed to raise 
situational awareness and supports decisions relevant 
to the flight, especially in extreme conditions with poor 
visibility such as darkness, fog, brownout and whiteout. 
Sferion offers mission and navigation support, as well 
as reliable obstacle detection in real time and pilot 
assistance during all flight phases. The possibility to record, 
transfer and analyse flight and mission data completes 
the Sferion portfolio. Components include: SferiAdvise, 
SferiSense, SferiAssist and SferiRec. Airbus Defence and 
Space demonstrated the ability of Sferion to protect 
helicopters in restricted visibility conditions through a 
series of live flights during the German Army Aviation’s 
Helicopter Forum in August 2015. These were conducted 
on a Bell 206. Applications: Situational awareness, mission 
and navigation support, obstacle detection

ASTRONAUTICS CORPORATION  
OF AMERICA 
Tactix
Tactix is a modular tactical mission system for airborne 
application, providing situational awareness and 
combined presentation of route, threat-avoidance-zone 
targets, terrain-related information and a full airborne 
tactical view of the combat arena, based on ship sensors 
and data-linked information. Tactix may reside side by 
side with the avionics and/or modern mission-related 
capabilities of an existing aircraft. Alternatively, it may 
be integrated with multiple onboard communication 
devices (satellite communication, data-link radio etc), or 
incorporate its own data-link radio. The system combines 
a digital map, mission data presentation, situational 
awareness overlays (threats, allied forces, flight plan etc) 
and onboard sensor data/video on a combined mission 
display for crew members. Tactix includes a ruggedised 
flexible video/data multiplexer, supporting flexibility/
redundancy operation, and 4G data-link radio, allowing 
wideband, instantaneous, ad hoc networking. It is 
provided in several levels: the Basic system for a single 
user; the Duo/Treo, which supports a network of two/three 
crew members, operating the system simultaneously 
and sharing data; and the Tactix Flex, that adds onboard 
flexibility and redundancy, allowing each crew member 
to view each other’s displays, or to take control of any 
other computer as a backup. Applications: Tactical display 
and control Systems integrated: Digital moving map, FLIR, 
CCD live video display and sensor control, radar

BIRD AEROSYSTEMS 
ASIO MSIS
Bird Aerosystems’ Airborne Surveillance Intelligence 
and Observation (ASIO) is a customisable ISR product 
that addresses a variety of operational requirements, 
ranging from military and homeland protection to 
environmental monitoring and surveying missions. The 
ASIO system provides airborne reconnaissance and 
surveillance, enabling early detection, identification, 
tracking and interception of relevant threats. It has 
been installed on a variety of rotary- and fixed-wing 
platforms, including the Beechcraft King Air 350, Cessna 
Citation and Bell 407. Sensors are integrated by Bird’s 

Multi Sensor Integration System (MSIS), which provides 
a real-time situational awareness picture of military, 
paramilitary and civilian targets in the air and on the 
ground. Open-architecture engineering provides the 
flexibility to integrate any required mission sensors 
and systems. The system enables collection of a large 
amount of data that is automatically classified and clearly 
displayed using a human-machine interface. The system 
has a C2 application for management of all mission 
phases, real-time data collection, correlation and target 
analysis. Sensors and subsystems can be automatically 
activated, and the system features the integration and 
display of layered information in accordance with NATO 
symbolic, internal communication and integrated 
tasking. Information can be recorded and played back 
live. In July 2015, Bird Aerosystems and Bell Helicopter 
signed a cooperation agreement to integrate ASIO as 
an ISR solution for the Bell 407 GXP. The Bell 407 ASIO 
includes a variety of detection and surveillance airborne 
sensors and communication systems, all integrated with 
MSIS mission management system and delivered as 
a full turnkey product including design, integration on 
the helicopter, mission operations, training and support. 
Systems integrated: SAR/, EO/IR, COMINT, ELINT, MSIS

CONTROP PRECISION TECHNOLOGIES 
FPD-1
The FPD-1 is a ruggedised, flat-panel colour TV display 
with high brightness, developed for rotary- and fixed-
wing aircraft, but is also suitable for a range of other 
applications such as on ground vehicles and sea vessels. 
The Super VGA display comes in LCD active matrix (TFT) 
screen sizes and is compatible to operate at altitudes of 
up to 20,000ft. Length: 300mm (main housing), 130mm 
(control unit) Width: 230mm (main housing), 50mm 
(control unit) Height: 100mm (main housing), 35mm 
(control unit) Power: 18-32V DC Weight: 5.3kg Response 
time: 20m/s Display: 640x480px; 800x600px optional 
Data interfaces: Serial communication links MIL standard 
codes: MIL-STD-810 Video formats: Video input Y/C, VGA 
input, PAL, NTSC (with option for Y/C and VGA) Image 
dimensions: 211x158mm (HxW) Brightness: 1,000cd/
m² Contrast ratio: 1/150 Viewing angle - vertical: +70° to 
-40° Viewing angle - horizontal: ±70° Display dimensions: 
21cm or 43cm ruggedised flat-panel display monitors 
Mechanical interfaces: Rear mounting (bezel option), two 
optional mountings on main housing

FPD-2
Larger than the FPD-1 (see separate entry), the FPD-2 
is also a ruggedised, high-brightness, flat-panel colour 
TV display developed for rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft, 
but suitable for other applications. The flat panel 
monitor is for use with air, land and naval platforms 
and applications, with the Super VGA display coming in 
LCD active matrix (TFT) screen sizes that are compatible 
to operate at altitudes of up to 20,000ft. Applications: 
Rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft, patrol aircraft, helicopter 
cockpits, patrol boats, armoured vehicles Length: 148mm 
(basic monitor) Width: 220mm (basic monitor) Height: 
165mm (basic monitor) Power: 18-32V DC Weight: 3.7kg 
Response time: 50m/s Mechanical interfaces: Side flanges; 
optional customised mounting Display: 21cm or 43cm 
flat-panel LCD colour display, 800x600px Data interfaces: 
Optional serial communication links MIL standard codes: 
MIL-STD-810 Video formats: PAL, NTSC; options Y/C 
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DuraMAR 5915 enables the deployment of data, video 
and voice services from almost anywhere that LAN/WAN 
connectivity may be required, especially in mobile, airborne, 
ground, manned or unmanned vehicle and sensor 
applications. Applications: Civil and Military Tactical In-
Vehicle LAN Switching / WAN Routing MIL Standards: MIL-
STD-810G Shock, Vibration, Thermal, Altitude, circular MIL-
DTL-38999 Connectors for Reliable Network Connections

Parvus DuraNET 30-2020
The Parvus DuraNET 30-2020 is a rugged 19-port Cisco 
IOS-managed Layer 2 network switch, integrating Cisco’s 
ESS 2020 Embedded Services Switch technology with 
an isolated MIL-STD-1275/704 power supply in an IP67 
(dust/waterproof) sealed aluminium chassis with MIL-
DTL-38999 connectors. It is designed for SWaP-sensitive 
harsh military and civil environments. The unit provides 
LAN switching capabilities with secure access and easy 
manageability. There are two levels of Cisco IOS software 
(LAN Lite or LAN Base) that are available to support 
access layer connectivity and needs for data, security, 
voice and video traffic at the network edge for stationary 
or mobile network nodes. Applications: Network-Centric 
Operations / Situational Awareness Systems integrated: 
Cisco ESS 2020 Layer 2+ IOS Managed Ethernet Switch 
MIL Standards: MIL-STD-810G and DO-160G, MIL-STD-
461F, MIL-STD-1275D, MIL-STD-704F

VMS
The Video Management System (VMS) offers surveillance 
solutions for rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft. VMS includes 
rugged displays, video distribution and recording 
equipment that are scalable, interoperable and easy 
to install and reconfigure, says the company. VMS has 
been fielded in a range of applications, including SAR 
and border patrol. The VMS integrates mission video 
equipment in an aircraft, allowing the operator to display 
a video channel at any time on any display, have control 
over connected video recorders including live playback 
and changing the channel being recorded, touchscreen 
control over connected moving maps or PC equipment, 
and the ability to change channels going to any downlink 
equipment. Specifications vary as it is designed to meet 
individual customised requirements using a range of 
display, video recorder and video distribution systems. Type: 
scalable video display, recording and distribution system

Vortex DTS
The Vortex Data Transport System (DTS) SWaP-optimised, 
rugged network file server is designed to support 
industry-standard storage protocols (NFS, CIFS, HTTP 
and FTP) through four 1GbE ports. To protect critical 
data-at-rest, the Vortex DTS network attached storage 
system offers an AES 256-bit encryption option or special 
encrypted SSDs certified in the UK. The DTS scalable 
storage includes three rugged removable memory 
cartridges for mission, map and maintenance data. With 
no moving parts or air-pressure dependent components, 
the Vortex DTS is suitable for cockpits and other 
size-limited, mobile environments. Applications: Data 
transport system

VRDV-5004
The VRDV-5004 is a compact, lightweight HD video 
recorder. It features a flash-based design with playback 
during flight. The VRDV-5004-01 offers a solid-state 
design, providing performance in extreme temperatures 

input, Super VGA input, high-altitude (20,000ft); colours 
262K Image dimensions: 170x128mm (HxW) Brightness: 
1,400cd/m² Contrast ratio: 1/250 Viewing angle - vertical: 
+60/-45° Viewing angle - horizontal: ±60°

CURTISS-WRIGHT DEFENSE SOLUTIONS 
Mission Displays Family
The Mission Displays Family offers a wide range of multi-
function rugged LCD displays for rotary- and fixed-wing 
aircraft. The HD displays are designed for use with FLIR 
and long-range daylight video cameras, moving maps, 
computers and radar. All avionics displays offer multiple 
video inputs, VGA inputs, picture-in-picture facility, video 
freeze frame, digital zoom and internal NVG filters that 
eliminate the need for external NVG filters. Applications: 
LCD displays for rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft Display 
dimensions: 165-508mm units

MPMC-9105
The MPMC-9105 Mission Computer is one of the smallest 
members of Curtiss-Wright’s integrated subsystems family 
of application-ready COTS systems, and is designed 
for vetronic and avionics requirements, providing a set 
of IO coupled to Intel dual- and quad-core processors 
alongside up to four SSDs. Packaged in a compact form 
factor, the MPMC-9105 integrated system is suitable 
for both low-power systems and high-performance 
computing. This chassis is designed to operate in 
conditions including extreme temperatures, shock, 
vibration and EMI to MIL-STD-810F. The circuit cards 
installed in the sealed chassis are isolated from external 
environmental conditions such as humidity, dust and 
sand. Type: mission computer Length: 23cm Width: 28cm 
Height: 9cm Power: 28V DC input Weight: 6kg Shock 
rating: MIL-STD-810F Operating temperature range: -40 
to +55°C

MPMC-9335 Mission Computer
The MPMC-9335 rugged mission computer system uses 
packaging techniques to provide the processing power 
of the latest quad-core Intel-based SBC and Nvidia Fermi 
GPU in a rugged enclosure that measures 250in. The 
MPMC-9335-0001 3U OpenVPX three-slot baseplate-
cooled COTS product is a flexible processing system that 
can be configured to meet the needs of any military 
or aerospace requirements, from benign laboratory 
to harsh deployed airborne vehicle environments. The 
chassis meets MIL-STD-810 and DO-160E environmental 
standards for a range of conditions such as temperature, 
altitude, shock, vibration, fluid susceptibility, voltage 
spikes and electrostatic discharge. In the system’s sealed 
chassis, the MPMC-9335 circuit cards are protected from 
external environmental conditions such as dust, sand and 
humidity. For improved performance and reliability, the 
system is designed to resist external EMI and minimize 
emissions. Applications: Rugged mission computer 
Operating temperature: Up to 71°C using baseplate 
cooling MIL Standards: MIL-STD-810

Parvus DuraMAR 5915
The Parvus DuraMAR 5915 is a rugged COTS Cisco 
IOS-managed secure mobile network router integrating 
Cisco’s 5915 Embedded Services Router card in a rugged 
chassis suitable for harsh military and civil vehicle/aircraft 
installations. The 0X model series (MAR-5915-0X) is a 
standalone variant with a total of five Ethernet ports. The 
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The Parvus DuraNET 30-2020 is designed for SWaP-sensitive harsh 
military environments. (Image: Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions)

is a cockpit and avionics control computer with an LCD 
display terminal. There is a ground-based mission planning 
and debriefing station; mission-related data includes 
navigational routes, threats, targets, communication 
and stores. Data link and C4I systems fuse all available 
battlefield information, deliver mission-critical information 
and presents a clear picture to pilots and all command 
levels. An obstacle warning system alerts crews to obstacles. 
Operating platforms: Over 25 types of military helicopters, 
including CH-53D/E, AH-1S/W, CH-46E, CH-47D, Puma 
330, UH-60/HH-60, AS565, UH-1N, Mi-17 and Mi-24

Helic³om
Helic³om is a fully digital, integrated C3 and mission 
management system designed to provide crew with data 
communications and accurate, real-time tactical pictures. 
The modular system was designed to grow as needs 
evolve, from a single helicopter, to a formation, to an air 
force. Installed in a variety of platforms, Helic³om was 
developed by active pilots whose combat experience is 
incorporated into all facets of the system. Designed to be 
intuitive to operate, it features a GUI with mission editing, 
touchscreen control and single-hand mouse/HOCAS 
operation. It is based on a digital moving map tactical 
situation display and an advanced data link that operates 
on up to four independent nets using onboard radios for 
data communications with voice override. It calculates 
mission times, fuel, distances and bearings. From the 
map, it calculates LOS, obstacles, LOS versus height and 
threats. It also calculates available performance according 
to altitude, temperature and available power. The C2 
station is based on a rugged laptop. Helic³om is part of 
Elbit Systems’ CAESAR avionics suite for CSAR missions. 
Applications: C3 and mission management

LEAP
Elbit has developed the Light Enhanced Armament 
Package (LEAP) to convert utility helicopters into 
multirole platforms capable of performing a variety of 
missions such as attack, close-support, self-defence, 
troop evacuation, CSAR and reconnaissance. The ability 
to easily convert a helicopter from peacetime utility 
missions to armed missions provides a life-cycle cost 
saving, according to the company. The LEAP can be 
tailored to customer requirements, and can be equipped 
with accurate 70/80mm laser-guided rockets, EOP, an 
armament and ballistic computer, ANVIS/HUD 24T 
helmet-mounted system, including tracking capabilities 
and LoS. According to the company, the combination 
of elements offered in LEAP allows intuitive mission 
management, real-time ballistic accuracy, effective 
armament management and fire launch, and full display 
of the flight data that is superimposed onto the day or 
night pilot’s HUD. The LEAP can be integrated into the 
platform with a minimal increase in weight. Applications: 
Conversion of utility helicopters into multirole platforms 
Operating platforms: Integrated on several platforms 
Systems integrated: Avionic upgrade, EO payload, DMAP 
laser-guided rockets

ELBIT SYSTEMS EW & SIGINT – ELISRA 
ASARS-G
The Airborne Search and Rescue System (ASARS) 
consists of the ARS-700G installed in CSAR aircraft, 
which communicates with personal survival radios (PSRs) 
such as the PRC-434 family, and is also compatible with 

and high G, and is constructed in rugged all-aluminium 
with DZUS fasteners.  It is designed to record to 
affordable CompactFlash cards and provides file-based, 
tapeless workflow and storage. Without the need to 
rewind, the VRDV-5004 provides instant playback. 
It facilitates file transfer to Blu-Ray Disc for playback 
on any media PC, and it offers low bit rate and high 
compression, minimizing mission storage requirements. 
The system is fitted with CODEC for video compression. 
Audio capabilities of the VRDV-5004 include 24-bit/48K 
audio with embedded or analogue inputs and line level 
output. Recording is done with up to two CompactFlash 
cards. When one card fills, the recording seamlessly 
switches to the second card.  Recording bit rates are 
set at the factory with the default setting at 35 MB/s. 
Recording time varies by bit rates, from 40 minutes for 
one 32GB card at 100MB/s to 210 minutes for one 32GB 
card at 19MB/s. Applications: Integrated video recorder

ELBIT SYSTEMS 
Helicopter Mission Systems
Elbit Systems’ helicopter modernisation activities are 
focused on upgrading existing utility and attack platforms, 
supplying systems for latest-generation aircraft, converting 
utility and assault helicopters into multi-role platforms, and 
providing full maintenance and support. The company can 
act as a prime contractor, systems integrator, component 
supplier or as sub-contractor to local industry. The use 
of open-architecture technology is designed to increase 
modularity and upgrade paths. Fused avionics minimise 
the number of units and, along with test equipment for all 
maintenance levels, reduces life-cycle costs. Mission systems 
are based on a set of core technologies, including a helmet 
display and tracking system to present flight and mission 
information by day and night directly in the pilot’s FOV 
and provide slaving capabilities to sensors. The BrightNite 
system (see separate entry) aids missions conducted in 
extreme DVE conditions, and stabilised EO payloads allow 
for day and night observation, detection, recognition and 
identification of targets at all ranges. Mission systems also 
include MFDs, a digital map system that presents real-
time maps in different scales and formats overlaid with 
tactical information, an EW suite comprising MWS, radar 
warning receiver/laser warning system, and chaff/flares to 
improve helicopter survivability. The cockpit integration unit 
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COMMUNICATIONS
This section features a selection of voice and data communication systems optimised for 
use on helicopters.
Information has been supplied by the manufacturers.
If your company produces a communications system for helicopter use which you believe 
should be listed in this section, please contact Karima Thibou at karima.t@shephardmedia.
com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus online database (shephardplus.com) and is 
included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: At Moody AFB, Georgia, airmen conduct preflight checks to ensure that the HH-60G Pave Hawk is prepared for a combat 
SAR mission. (Photo: USAF)
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AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (GERMANY) 
Cryptographic Computers
The secure part of an IFF system is based on miniaturised 
crypto computers such as transponders, interrogators 
and combined transponder/interrogator. The IFF system 
also includes the key and time loader (DTCH) which 
is adaptable to specific interfaces, has a high capacity 
(1,000 keys) and also includes a GPS receiver. Airbus 
offers a range of cryptographic computers including 
the QRTK3A and QRTK3B, which are intended for use 
aboard helicopters. The main features of such cryptos 
are Mode 4, Mode 5 and Secure Mode and compliance 
with STANAG 4193. The products are certified by SECAN 
and AIMS and are ITAR-free. Applications: Cryptos 
Certifications / MIL Standards: Compliance with STANAG 
4193; certified by SECAN and AIMS; ITAR-free Secure 
modes: Mode 4, Mode 5

ASELSAN 
SDNR
Designed to provide high-speed data and voice 
communications to support land, marine and air platform 
applications on the digital battlefield. The family consists 
of handheld, manpack, vehicular and base station radios 
that are able to provide seamless communications 
between tactical users through secure voice, data and 
video. Software Defined Networking Radio (SDNR) 
ensures increased survivability against the EW threat 
by providing alternative communication means over 
bands ranging from 2-30MHz HF to 30-512MHz V/UHF. 
Software configurable architecture supports various 
tactical radio waveforms and advanced EPM techniques 
on the same platform. The SDNR provides multi-band 
and multi-mode secure voice and data communications 
and supports advanced ECCM techniques. The radios 
can be customised by using the built-in programmable 
encryption module that has the capability to support 
many different crypto algorithms required by different 
waveforms. V/UHF SDNR provides all NATO-defined 
tactical radio functionalities such as: combat net radio, 
broadband packet radio, narrowband packet radio and 
single-channel radio access. The V/UHF SDNR radio is 
claimed to be the only available radio that supports all 
the tactical communication functions defined by the 
NATO TACOMS post-2000 and to provide a wideband, 
high-speed data service. It is also claimed to be the only 
radio today that supports simultaneous voice and data 
using the wideband networking radio waveform (WBNR) 
mode, and it supports advanced data communication 
services. IP packet data is available up to 112kbit/s net 
throughout in the WBNR. The radio supports standard 
V.24 and Ethernet data interfaces for easy access. The V/
UHF SDNR features full-duplex voice communications 
in the WBNR mode with tactical area communication 
system (TASMUS) subscribers. It can be automatically 
integrated with strategic and PSTN networks through 
TASMUS. The air platform radio operates in 30-512MHz 
15W V/UHF and 2-30MHz 100W HF. When longer 
ranges are required for V/UHF band, a power amplifier is 
available to provide 50W o/p in FM mode and 30W PEP 
o/p in AM mode. A wideband hopping collocation filter 
is integrated to the power amplifier to provide co-site 
performance. Applications: High-speed data and voice 
communications Data rate: IP packet data is available 
up to 112kb/s net throughout in the WBNR Ports and 

interfaces: Standard V.24 and Ethernet data interfaces 
Operating range frequency: 2-30MHz HF to 30-512MHz 
V/UHF Secure modes: Multi-band and multi-mode 
secure voice and data communications

AXNES AVIATION 
PNG Wireless System
PNG is a wireless ICS extension for use in and outside 
rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft that integrates with any 
vendors’ existing ICS, according to the company. It provides 
both full duplex and secure communication and has 
a robust range. Patented noise reduction capabilities 
ensure communication under any conditions. The PNG 
system consists of a base station, a control panel and a 
number of transceivers. It is NVG class B-compliant. MP50 
PNG transceiver includes GPS; outside crew position 
data is transferred to the aircraft. A maritime AIS-SART is 
incorporated within the MP50. Both position reporting and 
activation of the beacon may be done by the remote crew 
if in distress, or remotely from the aircraft. The ruggedised 
device is waterproof. The outside crew may also remotely 
access other radio resources such as TETRA, tactical or 
SATCOM on a separate PTT. Axnes offers two different 
charger types: CH50 table charger for off-aircraft use; and 
CH55 for airborne use. CP50 PNG control panel is designed 
to a DZUS 146m technical format, and can be installed on 
a flight deck/cabin/mission station. BST50 PNG base station 
is installed in the aircraft, and connected to the aircraft 
wired ICS. Features include analogue and digital audio 
interfaces, capability to deliver PTT signal to radios installed 
in the aircraft, an external configuration memory module, 
dual antenna, various serial Interfaces (ARINC429, RS232, 
Ethernet, CAN), full duplex, 390-470MHz (custom specified) 
and channel separation 12,5/25/50KHz (selectable). Secure 
modes: AES 256 or embedded hardware encryption 
Predefined frequencies: UHF and VHF

BAE SYSTEMS 
AN/VRC-99A
The AN/VRC-99A is a programmable, wideband, secure, 
open-architecture tactical communications system 
providing virtual circuit and datagram service that is 
designed for reliable, simultaneous, multichannel voice, 
data, imagery and video transmission. This terminal can be 
configured for ground, shipboard and airborne platforms. 
Digital signal processing provides flexibility in end-to-
end communication connectivity, packet formatting 
and packet switching protocols. Use of spread spectrum 
modulation (LPI/AJ), growth for transmit power controls 
(LPD) and embedded encryption provides security 
and integrity. The basic system provides coverage from 
1,300-1,500MHz. Features include user-selectable burst 
rate of 156kb/s-10Mb/s with an option for fully adaptive 
operation; forward error correction; RAKE processing for 
multipath; embedded COTS IP router; frequency-hopping 
mode; extra RF bands available; programmability to 
support multiple heterogeneous networks via gateways 
and internet protocols; user-friendly front panel; automatic 
initialisation/network entry at power-on, no user setup 
required; TEMPEST-tested COMSEC module with 
networking efficiency design; and interoperable with MSE 
voice circuit and packet data switches. Certifications / MIL 
Standards: Complies with army technical architecture/
joint technical architecture Data rate: User-selectable 
burst rate of 156kb/s-10Mb/s Ports and interfaces: Include 
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interoperable with US-deployed combat survival radios, 
including the PRC-112 and CSEL PRQ 7. It is also 
interoperable with standard emergency distress beacons 
and GPS-based survival radios. Additional data I/O 
includes MIL-STD-1553B, ARINC-429 and RS-422 ports. 
The V12 interfaces with existing aircraft PLS installations 
and wiring including original hardware (CDU, RDU and 
ASU LRUs) and software. The lighter and smaller V12 can 
be configured as a data bus-controlled system, taking 
advantage of integrated/bused cockpits.  An optional 
common data link module is available to provide full 
motion video to the aircraft. Type: personnel locator 
system Length: 37cm Width: 13cm Height: 16cm 
Weight: 6kg

ELBIT SYSTEMS 
ADL
The software-defined Advanced Data Link (ADL) 
architecture offers secure and immune multi-point 
communications for mobile or stationary tactical 
platforms. The lightweight ADL enables the transmission 
and reception of compressed video, telemetry and 
control packets at a range of up to 160km. All the 
data types are merged into one stream that can be 
encrypted and transmitted by the data link using 
standard IP protocols. The ADL is composed of three 
main components: a compact airborne data link 
terminal, a ground data link terminal for static and 
mobile ground operation, and a handheld remote video 
transceiver. The system combines command and control 
capabilities to manipulate the platform and payload, and 
can be operated and configured from a standard PC. 
Applications: Data link Ports and interfaces: Standard IP 
connections Data rate: 9Mbps

CNR-9000/9000HDR
The CNR-9000/9000HDR is a multi-mode VHF/
FM COMSEC/ECCM radio system for voice and data 
communications. Capabilities include an extended 
communications range and error correction codes, 
along with automatic data rate adaptation. Equipped 
with MANET capability and IP-based communications, 
the HDR enables real-time video transmission as well 
as tactical e-mail, file transfer and voice over IP (VoIP) 
services. The frequency-hopping radio has a menu-driven 
MMI. An optional integrated communications controller 
(CC-9000) provides data services to one PC user through 
the COM serial interface, or group of users on a LAN. This 
enables users to access combat radio networks while 
running any of their preferred commercial applications 
such as email, ftp file transfers and browsers. CC-9000 
extends the reach of LAN and WAN subscribers into 
combat area networks. Connecting CC-9000 units 
allows routing between different CANs, expanding 
voice-based networks into an advanced tactical internet 
radio environment. CC-9000 uses IP as its network layer 
protocol, allowing message routing between networks 
and the combat area, as well as gateways to most non-
military networks. The airborne configuration ARC-906 
5W/ARC-906HDR 10W/ARC-920 20W/ARC-920HDR 20W 
Tactical VHF enables ground-to-air and air-to-ground 
tactical communication. The airborne configuration 
system includes optional cockpit control unit (with 
optional NVG capability). Applications: Voice and data 
communications Data rate: 115.2Kbps; optional built-in 
voice encoding system operates at 2,400 and 4,800bps 

RS232, RS422 with X.25 LAPB link layer and Ethernet 
802.3 Operating range frequency: 1,300-1,500MHz

CUBIC GLOBAL DEFENSE 
AN/ARS-6 (V12) PLS R/T
The new AN/ARS-6 (V12) Personnel Locator System (PLS) 
Receiver/Transmitter (R/T) is a functional replacement 
for the old AN/ARS-6. Retaining all the functions and 
backward compatibility of the original, the V12 adds 
several capabilities: extended and improved, high-
quality two-way voice now covers entire 225-400MHz 
UHF band; a 360°, wideband DF antenna from Chelton 
Electrostatics provides accurate azimuth measurements 
at all angles from 110-407MHz, simultaneously 
monitors four channels and decodes the 406MHz 
Cospas-Sarsat embedded GPS position; interoperable 
with all US-deployed combat survival radios including 
the PRC-112 and CSEL PRQ-7; interoperable with all 
standard emergency distress beacons and Cubic’s 
URX-3000 Tactical ELT and GPS-based survival radios. 
Additional data I/O includes MIL-STD-1553B, ARINC-429 
and RS422 ports. It interfaces with existing aircraft PLS 
installations and wiring, including original hardware 
(CDU, RDU and ASU LRUs) and software. The lighter 
weight and smaller size V12 can be configured as a data 
bus-controlled system, making use of integrated/bused 
cockpits. Applications: Personnel locator Certifications 
/ MIL Standards: MIL-STD-1553B Ports and interfaces: 
ARINC-429 and RS422 ports Operating range frequency: 
Entire 225-400MHz UHF band

AN/ARS-6(V12) PLS CSAR
Cubic’s AN/ARS-6(V12) personnel locator system (PLS) 
is an operationally proven CSAR asset. The airborne 
guidance system is the latest evolution of Cubic’s AN/
ARS-6 PLS/LARS, used by US and NATO forces for two 
decades. The V12 is smaller, lighter and more powerful 
than its predecessor. PLS provides secure, encrypted 
communications between rescue forces and downed 
aviators during combat and civil rescue missions. It 
is primarily installed on rotary-wing aircraft, but also 
selected fixed-wing aircraft and UAVs that support the 
modern recovery missions. It retains all the functions 
and backward compatibility of the original ARS-6 (V); 
is interoperable with all US-deployed combat survival 
radios; has extended, high-quality, two-way voice 
communications; is a 360° wideband DF antenna, and is 
interoperable with all standard civil emergency distress 
beacons and Cubic’s Tactical ELT. Applications: CSAR 
Operating range frequency: 225-300 MHz (Interrogation 
mode), 225-400 MHz (AM Voice), 118-407MHz (DF) 
Power supply: 5.5 Amps at 28Vdc Certifications / MIL 
Standards: MIL-STD-1553

CUBIC MISSION SOLUTIONS 
AN/ARS-6(V12) PLS
The V12 Personnel Locator System (PLS) receiver/
transmitter is a functional replacement for the AN/ARS-6. 
Retaining the functions and backward compatibility of 
the original ARS-6(V), the V12 adds several capabilities: 
extended two-way voice now covers the entire 225-
400Mhz UHF band; an optional 360° wideband DF 
antenna provides azimuth measurements at all angles 
from 110-407MHz and decodes the 406MHz Cospas-
Sarsat embedded GPS position; and the system is 
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The Flightcell DZMx provides HF, cellular tracking in an all-in-one 
hybrid system. (Image: Flightcell International)

immunity and adding robustness against multipath and 
fading interference during mobile reception. Additional 
operational features include: data recording, retrieval and 
processing capabilities, IP interfacing and networking. 
Applications: Tactical video and data link for attack 
helicopters Weight: <4kg Operating range frequency: L, S, 
C; predefined frequencies – 16 (receive), 8 (transmit)

EXTANT AEROSPACE 
IDM
The Improved Data Modem (IDM) is described as a 
flight-proven, off-the-shelf system that provides an 
open-architecture, multipath approach to situation 
awareness in the cockpit. The system is designed to 
improve utility and service life on existing military radio 
equipment. Interconnecting with up to four separate 
radios (HF, UHF, VHF or SATCOM), the IDM facilitates the 
creation of a digital transmission network for the sharing 
of sensor and tactical data among all coalition forces 
without regard to nationality, language or platform. The 
MD-1295/A is currently in operational service or has 
completed integration demonstrations on both US and 
international platforms such as AH-64D and WAH-
64D, OH-58D, A2C2S and UH-60Q. On each of these 
platforms, the IDM supports missions such as suppression 
of enemy air defences, close air support, forward air 
control, air combat, joint air attack team, fire support, 
intra-flight data link, situational awareness data link and 
C2. Applications: Data modem Operating platforms: AH-
64D and WAH-64D, OH-58D, A2C2S, UH-60Q Data rate: 
AFAPD, TACFIRE, MTS and IDL protocols

IDM-501/IDM Junior
Originally designed for UAV applications, the IDM-501 
also fits into fighter/attack aircraft and helicopters. IDM-
501 has the same capabilities as existing IDM systems, 
such as four channels of digital data communications, 
multiple protocols of AFAPD, TACFIRE and IDL, identical 
aircraft interfaces and the PRISM option for imagery, 
but is half the size, half the weight and generates less 
than half the heat. The IDM-501 can be hosted as a 
single card in another avionics box and will handle the 
MIL-STD-188-220 and VMF protocols. Memory storage 
capacity and type: 256MB SDRAM, 4MB SRAM, 256Kb 
EEPROM, 32MB FLASH. Radio interfaces: four primary 
channels, each can be configured for analogue (ASK, 
FSK) or digital (NRZ, ASK, synchronous or asynchronous) 
interface; one multipurpose serial port which can be 
configured for RS422 or RS232. This port can be used 
for an interface to the flight computer as a replacement 
to the 1553 port and can be connected to any radio. 
Applications: Data communications Certifications / MIL 
Standards: MIL-STD-810 Data rate: Analogue port data 
rate – 2,400, 1,200b/s; digital port data rate – 16,000, 2,400, 
1,200b/s Ports and interfaces: Multipurpose serial port 
configured for RS422, RS232 Environmental temperature: 
-54°C to +71°C Operating platforms: AW159 Wildcat; T129

FLIGHTCELL INTERNATIONAL 
DZMx
The Flightcell DZMx is an all-in-one hybrid satellite and 
cellular system for global voice, data and aircraft tracking. 
The Mil-Spec device supports Iridium PTT. It provides HF, 
low-cost cellular tracking, according to the company. The 
interface is designed to be easy to use, with a soft touch, 

with high intelligibility Ports and interfaces: Optional 
control of the radio system via MIL-STD-1553B interface 
Secure modes: COMSEC digital encryption facility 
Operating range frequency: 25Khz

MCTR-7200 MIPR
Part of the E-LynX family, the MCTR-7200 Military IP 
Radio (MIPR) is a tactical networking IP data radio that 
delivers high-speed broadband data communication to 
the battlefield. High-resolution video and voice services 
are transmitted over a decentralised mobile ad hoc 
network. The MIPR provides connectivity for dozens of 
members per network. The MIPR offers a modular range 
of configurations geared to match specific operational 
mission requirements, including vehicle configurations, as 
well as both airborne and marine radio sets. Applications: 
Broadband data communication Secure modes: 
Encryption technology provided Data rate: 5.5Mbps 
Operating range frequency: 225-512MHz

ELBIT SYSTEMS EW & SIGINT – ELISRA 
Digital AN/ACQ-9 TVDL
The digital AN/ACQ-9 Tactical Video and Data Link (TVDL) 
is an improved version of the field-proven TVDL video 
and data receiver/transmitter system, says the company. 
Designed for deployment on attack helicopters, this 
video relay is interoperable with the latest remote video 
terminals such as Rover, OSRVT, SL-Rambo and MRS-
2000. Elbit states that the low-weight system can fit in 
cramped cockpits. The digital TVDL displays real-time 
surveillance imagery and telemetry data captured 
by UAS payloads or ground-based sensors, as well as 
imagery captured by onboard payloads, directly in front 
of the aircrew. It securely transmits the data to tactical 
ground forces and other helicopters, enabling enhanced 
coordination and adaptive battle management. This 
creates a common visual language among all forces in 
the battlespace, reducing the time required to correlate 
targets and improving situation awareness, while 
increasing both aircrew and forward air controller comfort 
level during the target correlation process. The digital 
TVDL version allows video and data to be transmitted 
over a small amount of the bandwidth consumed by 
equivalent analogue systems, while increasing reception 
sensitivity, improving communication security and 
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SENSORS
A selection of major electro-optical and infrared sensors, radars and sonar systems now in 
service on military helicopters or under development for rotary-wing applications.
Systems are listed in alphabetical order by manufacturer.
Equipment is split into three sections:
• EO and IR systems
• Radars
• Sonars
If your company produces a sensor system for helicopter use which you believe should 
be listed in this section, please contact Karima Thibou at karima.t@shephardmedia.com 
to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus online database (shephardplus.com) and is 
included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A US Army CH-47 Chinook helicopter carrying marines lands at Fort Greely, Alaska, after a simulated raid on Indian 
Mountain radar system as part of Exercise Arctic Edge in March 2018. (Photo: USMC)

EQUIPMENT
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EO/IR SYSTEMS

ASELSAN 
ASELFLIR-135
The ASELFLIR-135 is a multi-sensor thermal imaging 
system that consists of a high-resolution, third-generation 
3-5µm IR camera, colour day TV camera, laser rangefinder 
and laser pointer. All sensors and electronics are 
mounted on stabilised gimbals housed in a single 28cm 
turret unit. IR Sensor Type: 3-5µm IR camera 

ASELFLIR-200
The ASELFLIR-200 airborne EO system is a multi-purpose, 
TI sensor for pilotage/navigation, surveillance, SAR, 
automatic tracking, target classification and targeting. 
It uses open architecture with a flexible hardware/
software unit which can be adapted to various naval, 
ground and air platforms, the latter including rotary- and 
fixed-wing and unmanned. The payload comprises the 
IR camera (incorporating a scanning LWIR FPA detector), 
a colour CCD camera and an eye-safe laser rangefinder. 
The system is available in single-, dual- and triple-
sensor configurations including IR only; IR and colour 
CCD; IR and LRF; and IR, colour CCD and LRF. Other 
features include electronic image stabilisation; local area 
processing for image enhancement; multi-mode tracking 
using area or centroid modes; analogue and digital video 
outputs for transmission and/or recording; MIL-STD-1553/
ARINC and other discrete data buses to interface with 
onboard avionics such as radar, navigation and weapon 
systems. Applications: ISR and targeting Certifications/MIL 
Standards: MIL-STD-1553/ARINC

ASELFLIR-235
The ASELFLIR-235 is an enhanced multi-sensor targeting 
and surveillance system. It consists of a high-resolution, 
third-generation 3-5µm IR camera, high-resolution day 
TV camera, spotter camera, laser rangefinder/designator, 
laser spot tracker and laser pointer. All sensors are 
mounted onto four-axis stabilised gimbals housed in 
the 43.2cm turret unit. The system has multiple target 
tracking capability over all images. The eye-safe laser 
rangefinder/designator is in the turret. ASELFLIR-235 
can provide precise target co-ordinates, target direction, 
target velocity information and automatic alignment 
using an embedded inertial measurement unit. The laser 
spot tracker is used to lock on a laser spot designated 
by an external source. The night vision-compatible laser 
pointer is used for target pointing. IR Sensor Type: 3-5µm 
IR camera

ASELFLIR-300
The ASELFLIR-300 Advanced Targeting System is a multi-
sensor EO targeting and surveillance system for airborne 
and naval platforms. The system consists of an LWIR 
scanning, high-resolution IR camera, laser rangefinder/
designator, laser spot tracker, colour TV camera and 
colour spotter camera. All sensors are mounted onto 
four-axis stabilised gimbals housed in a 50.8cm turret. 
The system has multiple target tracking capability over 
three (IR, TV, spotter) sensor feeds. The laser rangefinder/
designator can designate targets with desired PRF codes. 
The laser spot tracker is used to lock on a laser spot 
designated by an external source. ASELFLIR-300 can 

provide target co-ordinates, attitude and velocity. The 
system can automatically align itself with the platform by 
using transfer alignment algorithms and embedded IMU 
data. Operating platforms: airborne and naval platforms

CONTROP PRECISION TECHNOLOGIES 
A-View
The A-View is a lightweight EO/IR gyro-stabilised payload 
installed on helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft for night 
mission support purposes. It was designed for observation 
and surveillance at close ranges. The A-View incorporates 
an IR continuous-zoom lens operating in observation 
mode, providing real-time IR video, and day TV CCD is 
optional. It has optional navigation capability with point-
to-co-ordinate and hold co-ordinate modes. Operation 
and control of the A-View is by a PC (laptop), portable 
control and display unit, or any other C2 system. The 
A-VIEW is being phased out of production. Applications: 
flight safety, assistance during poor visibility conditions, 
clear landing pad verification, clear tail rotor and cargo 
hangar Power: 12 or 24V DC Stabilisation: 3-gimbal, gyro-
stabilised system, 2-axis motion (elevation and azimuth) 
Turret dimensions: 17.7cm (dia) x 23cm (H) Operating 
temperature range/temperature tolerance: -10°C to +50°C 
Field of regard azimuth: nx360° (slip ring) Turret length: 
230mm Payload weight: 3.2kg Control: PC (laptop), a 
portable control and display unit or any other C2 system 
Field of regard - pitch from horizon: +10°/-100° Platforms: 
helicopters, fixed-wing, UAVs Turret width: 180mm LOS 
- Angular Velocity Azimuth: 60°/s LOS - Angular Velocity 
Pitch: 30°/s

DSP-1
The Dual Sensor Payload – 1 (DSP-1) is a day/night 
observation system for helicopters, light reconnaissance 
aircraft, UAVs and patrol boats. The four-gimbal system is 
gyro-stabilised in azimuth and elevation for the entire field 
of regard, including at the nadir/zenith point. The DSP-1 
interfaces with external devices such as moving maps, 
C4I systems, radar and navigation systems using standard 
communication channels. The system has automatic 
target tracking, built-in image enhancement and local 
AGC capabilities. Height: 483mm Power: 28V DC, power 
consumption 110W Weight: 22.5kg Detection range: 
25km (day TV, IR); recognition 10km (day TV), 7.5km (IR) 
Diameter: 330mm Vibration endurance: 2.5g, 5-2,000Hz 
FOV widest: IR 27x20.6° (wide) continuous; daylight 
13.6x10.2° (wide) Zoom - optical: IR up to 22.5x; day 20x 
continuous Daylight channel: high-resolution colour CCD 
camera with 768x494 element chip Video output: NTSC 
or PAL Pointing accuracy: 0.5° Turret height: 480mm 
FOV narrowest: IR 1.2x0.9°; daylight channel 0.7x0.52°, 
gain control is automatic IR sensor: FOX 450 3-5+µ InSb, 
320x256 element FPA with up to 22.5x continuous 
optical zoom lens Interfaces: dual parallel output (TV, IR), 
GPS interface, 1553 and ARINC 429 interfaces Options: 
FOX 720, 36x continuous IR zoom lens, narrowest 
FOV 0.76x0.59°, extended maritime environment, low 
temperature, laser pointer, 1.5x extender for TV zoom 
lens, eye-safe LRF Field of regard azimuth: unlimited 
Temperature range: -20/+50°C Turret width: 330mm Field 
of regard elevation: +70/-115° Zoom - electronic: 0.6x0.45° 
Focal length - IR: 720mm LOS stabilisation: 4 gimbals 
stabilise turret in azimuth and elevation to better than 
20µrad RMS
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28V DC, power consumption 110W Weight: 3.5kg 
PEB (2kg optional) Diameter: 350mm Stabilisation: 
4-gimbal system Temperature range: -20°C to +50°C 
Laser capability: designator/rangefinder – 80MJ energy, 
1.06µm wavelength, 15km range measurement FOV 
widest: CCD TV – 13.6x10.2°; FOX 720 TI sensor – 27x20.6° 
FOV narrowest: CCD TV – 0.7x0.52°; FOX 720 TI sensor – 
0.76x0.57° IR sensor: FOX 720 TI sensor – 3-5µm spectral 
band, 36x continuous optical zoom lens, 27x20.6° widest 
FoV, 0.76x0.57° narrowest FoV Options: 640x512px 
FLIR detector; hand control unit; 213, 264 or 381mm 
ruggedised display; DVR; three-CCD TV – high-resolution 
colour three-CCD, 800 TV lines, 20x zoom lens Platforms: 
UAVs, helicopters, patrol boats Field of regard elevation: 
+70/-110° Field of regard azimuth: nx360° continuous 
Daylight channel: CCD TV – high-resolution colour 
camera, 768x494 pixels, 20x zoom lens

QUAD-Air/HD
The QUAD-Air is a compact day/night observation system 
configured for UAV, light aircraft, helicopter and marine 
patrol boat applications. The system comprises three 
gyro-stabilised gimbals. Sensors include TI, CCD camera, 
optional LRF and optional laser pointer. The QUAD-Air 
also has an automatic target tracker, built-in image 
enhancement and local AGC capabilities. QUAD-Air is 
operated by a ruggedised control unit with a thumb 
LOS control stick, designed for rough environmental 
conditions. The control unit can be attached to a fixed 
location or be movable via a flexible cable. The QUAD-
HD has the same configuration and capabilities as 
the QUAD-Air, with HD imaging and an optional laser 
illuminator. Applications: UAV, light aircraft, helicopter and 
marine patrol boat applications; SAR, border patrol Width: 
30.5cm (dia) Height: 43cm Power: 28V DC, 70W Laser 
rangefinder accuracy: +/-5m Field of regard elevation: 
-105/+30° Laser rangefinder - type: 1.54μm Field of 
regard azimuth: nx360° continuous Angular acceleration 
- elevation: 60°/s Operating temperature range/
temperature tolerance: -32°C to +55°C Zoom - optical: 
12.5x (TI); 17x (day) Angular acceleration - azimuth: 60°/s 
IR/TI Camera type: FPA 640x512 InSb Daylight channel: 
high-sensitivity colour (HD) 1920x1080p day camera IR/TI 
Camera spectrum: 3-5μm Data interfaces: RS-422, ARINC 
429 (optional), MIL-STD-1553 Zoom - electronic: 37.5x (TI); 
50x (day) Turret weight: 21.5kg Laser rangefinder - range: 
75m-20km Focal length - IR: 250mm

SHAPO-Air/HD
The SHAPO-Air is a multi-sensor, gyro-stabilised 
observation payload intended for a range of platforms, 
including helicopters, light aircraft, UAVs, patrol boats, 
aerostats/airships, armoured vehicles and high masts. 
Sensors include a TI, colour TV camera and optional LRF 
and laser pointer. Features include an automatic video 
tracker and video processing software, including image 
enhancement, correlation, centroid and prediction. The 
QUAD-HD has the same configuration and capabilities 
as the QUAD-Air, with HD imaging. Applications: 
day, night and adverse weather missions including 
observation, surveillance, ALE, SAR, homeland security, 
force protection and as a gunsight Stabilisation: 3-gimbal 
gyro-stabilised system Laser pointer: 0.8µm Payload 
equipment box weight: 3.5kg Turret weight: 10kg FOV - 
narrow: 1.75x1.3° (TI); 1.8x1.4° (day) Daylight camera type: 
high-resolution CCD with continuous optical zoom lens 
Operating temperature: -20°C to +50°C Zoom - optical: 

DSP-HD
The DSP-HD is a medium- to long-range EO/IR 
camera payload. The compact dual-sensor day/night 
observation system is designed for use on helicopters, 
light aircraft, UAVs and patrol boats. Sensors include 
a TI, HD zoom camera, HD daylight spotter channel 
and optional LRF and laser pointer. The four-gimbal 
system is gyro-stabilised in azimuth and elevation for 
the entire field of regard, including at the nadir/zenith 
point. The DSP-HD interfaces with external devices 
such as moving map, C4I systems, radar and navigation 
systems using standard communication channels. The 
system supports automatic target tracking, continuous 
optical zoom, built-in image enhancement and local 
AGC capabilities. Geo-pointing, location and tracking are 
optional. Applications: border patrol, SAR, surveillance; 
patrol boats, helicopters, light reconnaissance aircraft, 
UAVs, aerostats Height: 500mm Power: 28V DC, 100W 
Diameter: 350mm Electronic zoom: 36x (TI) Video 
interfaces: HD-SDI (1080p), PAL/NTSC, DVI (1080p) Field 
of regard elevation: +70/-110° Thermal imager type and 
wavelength: 640x512 3-5μm InSb FPA Laser rangefinder: 
optional Class I (eye-safe), 1.54µm Laser rangefinder max 
range: 75m-20km Payload equipment box dimensions: 
21x21x15.6cm Payload equipment box weight: 3.6kg, 
optional 1.5kg Laser pointer: optional 0.83µm, 75mW MIL 
standard codes: MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-810, MIL-STD-704 
Turret weight: 28kg Daylight camera type: 1,920x1,080p 
2MP colour HD camera; 1,920x1,080p colour daylight 
spotter channel Optical zoom: 3x (TI); 3x (daylight HD); 
3x (daylight spotter) Field of regard azimuth: nx360° 
continuous

FOX-1400
The FOX-1400 TI camera has continuous optical zoom 
lens, image enhancement capabilities and auto-focus 
through zoom. This long-range observation IR camera 
includes local AGC algorithms, remotely controlled zoom 
and focus adjustment and black or white hot polarity. 
Gain/level control is automatic, manual or local AGCTM. 
Length: 407mm Width: 265mm Height: 280mm Power: 
28V DC, 40W Weight: 11kg FOV - narrow: 0.4° Cooling 
system: closed-cycle Stirling cooler FOV - wide: 13.7° Lens 
type: continuous optical zoom 35x Lens aperture: 250mm 
Optical zoom: 35x Shock levels/ratings: 20g, 11m/s, 1/2 
sine Spectral IR band: 3-5µm Operating temperature 
range: -20°C to +50°C Cooldown time: 8min (nominal) 
Vibration levels: 2.5g to 2,000Hz Resolution: 640x512px 
Focus: automatic adjustment through zoom Reporting: 
zoom position, calibration and BIT status Focal length: 
1,400mm (max) Camera generation: Gen III InSb FPA

LDP
The LDP stabilised payload is a day and night designator/
observation system for targeting missions configured for 
use on UAVs, helicopters and marine patrol boats. The 
four-gimbal system is gyro-stabilised in azimuth and 
elevation, allowing the EO sensors’ LOS to be aimed 
and maintained, stabilised in any orientation in the field 
of regard, independent of the platform’s attitude and 
motion. Sensors include a TI, CCD or full HD camera, 
LRF/laser designator and optional laser pointer. The 
LDP interfaces with external devices such as moving 
map, C4I systems, radar and navigation systems using 
standard communication channels. The system has 
automatic target tracking, built-in image enhancement 
and local AGC capabilities. Height: 570mm Power: 
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The T-STAMP is an EO gyro-stabilised miniature airborne  
payload with an IR camera, GPS and laser pointer.  
(Image: Controp Precision Technologies)

in harsh weather conditions. It is a single-LRU system 
integrating up to five elements: high-magnification zoom 
TI; an HD colour TV camera with optional low-light mode; 
an eye-safe LRF; a laser target illuminator; and laser target 
designator. DCoMPASS is designed to be lightweight and 
compact, permitting additional payload and fuel capacity 
in the carrying platform and facilitating future upgrades. 
Its embedded IMU provides navigation capabilities 
including geolocation. The system has diode-pumped 
target designation and range measurements with an 
in-flight boresight mechanism. DCoMPASS has multiple 
communication protocols and integrates with HUD 
systems, radar and fire control applications. The video-
enhancement package includes haze penetration, colour 
restoration and picture sharpening. DCoMPASS is part of 
Elbit Systems’ CAESAR avionics suite for CSAR missions. 
Applications: airborne day and night ISTAR Weight: 
33-38kg Diameter: 380mm Certifications/MIL Standards: 
MIL-STD-810 Laser rangefinder: 1.54μm, rate 1pps Camera 
types: large format digital CCD colour Angular coverage 
- azimuth: nx360º Angular coverage - elevation: +35/-85º 
Display resolution: 1,394x1,040px (HD TV); 640x512px 
(TI) Platforms: UK Watchkeeper UAV Laser designator: 
dual-wavelength 1.64/1.57µm Interfaces: Gigabit Ethernet, 
RS-485, RS-232, RS-422; integrates with HUD systems, 
radar and fire control applications Data interfaces: RS-422, 
MIL-STD-1533, Ethernet Laser capability: dual-wavelength 
laser designator/rangefinder, laser target illuminator and 
laser spot tracker Laser target illuminator: 830nm Thermal 
imager: FLIR cooled Gen III 3-5μm

MicroCoMPASS
Micro CoMPASS is an 8in (203mm) EO payload 
system for small UAVs and other platforms, including 
airborne, maritime and ground, providing day and 
night intelligence and surveillance capabilities, 
including in harsh weather conditions. The three-gimbal 
configuration provides LOS stabilisation. The turret 
includes four major sensors – continuous-zoom TI, colour 
TV camera, eye-safe LRF and laser target illuminator – 
integrated into one LRU. Features: compact size and 
light components; miniature cooled continuous-zoom IR 
camera; stabilisation level; laser target rangefinder; laser 
target illumination; multiple communication protocols; 
meets operational requirements of marine and low-
altitude aerial applications; designed for ‘fast and easy’ 
maintenance, according to the company. Applications: 
surveillance, and reconnaissance, force and convoy 
protection, law enforcement Weight: <9kg Diameter: 
21cm Angular coverage - azimuth: 360° Day channel: 
1/4in CCD detector camera Laser target illuminator: 
830nm Thermal imager type: 640x512px, 3-5µm 
FPA Electronic zoom: 12x FOV widest: 42x32° Laser 
designator: optional FOV narrowest: 1.7x1.2° Operating 
platforms: small UAVs; airborne, maritime and ground 
vehicles Angular coverage - elevation: +30/-85° Laser 
rangefinder: eye-safe, 1.54µm, rate 20ppm Video output: 
PAL, NTSC Data interfaces: RS-232/422, Ethernet

SWORD
The Surveillance and Warning Obstacle Ranging and 
Display (SWORD) is an eye-safe laser radar designed for 
helicopters. It is used for detection of man-made and 
natural obstacles with warning time greater than 8s at 
a flying speed of 170kt. With 100° field of regard, the 
system ‘looks into the turn’ and can provide an alert 
at least 8s before collision even in a sharp turn. The 

12.5° continuous (TI) Angular coverage - elevation: 
+35/105° Thermal imager type and wavelength: cooled 
3-5µm, 480x384 InSb FPA detector Angular acceleration 
- azimuth: 60°/s Turret dimensions: 24(dia)x35(H)cm 
Data interfaces: RS-422, ARINC 429 (optional) and MIL-
STD-1553 FOV - wide: 21.8x16.3° (TI); 40x28.5° (day)

T-STAMP
The Triple-Sensor Stabilised Miniature Payload (T-STAMP) 
is an EO gyro-stabilised airborne system designed to be 
carried by small civil or military helicopters, UAVs and 
fixed-wing aircraft for tactical ‘over-the-hill’ day/night 
reconnaissance. The IR camera uses cooled or uncooled 
technology and is operated by a portable control and 
display unit. The system has ruggedised built-in INS on 
LOS, GPS integrated with INS, and a laser pointer. The 
T-STAMP can operate in a range of modes: observation 
(joystick rate), inertial target tracking, hold co-ordinate 
(optional), point-to-co-ordinate (optional) and scan/
mosaic (optional). Applications: day and night observation 
for small helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, UAVs Power: 
12V DC Mounting diameter: 102mm Nose mount roll 
(degrees): nx360° Options: T-STAMP-C IR cooled camera 
or T-STAMP-U IR uncooled camera Nose mount elevation 
nadir: +70/-40° Laser capability: optional laser pointer 
Payload weight: 2.8kg Temperature range: -100°C to 
+45°C Turret dimensions: 17.8(dia)x27.4(H)cm Mountings: 
mounting diameter 178mm; mounting flexibility: 
horizontal nose mount, vertical belly mount Belly mount 
azimuth: nx360° Belly-mount elevation from horizon: 
+10/100°

ELBIT SYSTEMS INTELLIGENCE AND 
ELECTRO-OPTICS – ELOP 
DCoMPASS
The Digital Compact Multi-Purpose Advanced Stabilised 
System (DCoMPASS) is one of the newest members 
of Elbit Systems’ stabilised EO CoMPASS family. It is 
currently in service with customers across the world and 
was selected for the UK Watchkeeper UAV programme. 
DCoMPASS is a stabilised EO payload which has a digital 
open architecture with day and night ISTAR capabilities 
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WEAPONS
This section features a selection of major weapon systems designed or adapted for use 
on helicopters. Although many of these systems can be mounted on air, ground or naval 
platforms, only helicopter applications are included in these listings. As most light, medium 
and heavy machine guns can be fired from a helicopter, only the weapons most widely 
deployed on pintle, fixed and pod mounts are described here.

The weapon systems specifications include:

• Air-to-air missiles (AAMs)
• Air-to-ground missiles (AGMs)
• Anti-ship missiles (ASMs)
• Guns, pods and turrets
• Launchers
• Rocket systems (guided and unguided)
• Torpedoes

Information has been supplied by the manufacturers.

If your company produces a weapon system that you believe should be listed in this section, 
please contact Karima Thibou at karima.t@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the 
Shephard Plus online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: US soldiers load an AGM-114 Hellfire missile onto an AH-64E Apache before a mission in Kunduz, Afghanistan. (Photo: USN)

SPECIFICATIONS
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WEAPONS SPECIFICATIONS

The Air-to-Air Stinger (ATAS) system, also known as the AIM-92 Stinger, is 
developed from the shoulder-launched FIM-92 Stinger (see separate entry) and 
uses the same Stinger-RMP (Reprogrammable Microprocessor) missile. The US 
Army has used the ATAS on its OH-58D Kiowa Warrior and UH-60 Black Hawk 
helicopters (see separate entries) in an air-to-air capacity. In December 2002, an 
Iraqi MiG-25 shot down a Predator drone (see separate entry) that was armed 
with Stingers. The Predator retaliated after being fired upon, but the Stinger 
likely became distracted by the MiG’s missile and missed its target . Max speed: 
supersonic Propulsion: solid propellant, dual thrust Guidance: passive 
dual-mode IR/UV homing, fire-and-forget, proportional navigation with lead 
bias Operating platforms: OH-58C, OH-58D Kiowa Warrior, UH-60L/M, 
AH-64D/E Apache; selected by German Army for Tiger and Italian Army for 
A129 Missile length: 152cm Warhead type: blast Missile diameter: 2.75in 

The 9M32 Strela-2 is a helicopter-launched version of the ubiquitous Russian 
first-generation shoulder-launched short-range SAM, the 9K32. Designated 
by the US DoD as the SA-7A with missile round 9M32, it entered Soviet 
military service in 1968. Operating with a high explosive warhead and 
passive IR homing guidance system, the initial model experienced several 
shortcomings, such as poor interception, guidance and lethality. Two 
improved version were soon ordered, the Strela-2M and more ambitious 
Strela-3. Although not simply a case of reverse-engineering, the system is 
comparable to the US Army FIM-43 Redeye. It has seen action in most 
regional conflicts since 1968. Max speed: supersonic Range: 4km Missile 
weight at launch: 10kg Missile diameter: 70mm; wingspan 30cm unfolded 
Propulsion: single-stage solid rocket motor Guidance: passive IR homing 
Operating platforms: SOKO-built Gazelles, Mi-2, Mi-24/25/35 Missile length: 
1.34m Warhead type: 1.8kg HE fragmentation 

Air-to-air missiles ► KBM ► 9M32 Strela-2 

MBDA ► Mistral ATAM 

The Mistral ATAM is a fire-and-forget AAM system which uses the Mistral SAM 
modified for the air-to-air role. It is in operational service on French Army 
Gazelles and qualified on the Tiger. The system is based upon two launchers 
each bearing two misiles and connected to helicopter combat system. With a 
minimum intercept range of 500m, the Mistral ATAM ensures a large 
off-boresight capability and the ability to aim the missile seeker precisely at its 
target. Max speed: M=2.5 Range: 5km+ Rate of fire: up to one missile every 3s 
Warhead type: 3kg HE, tungsten ball Missile weight at launch: 18.7kg at 
launch Propulsion: solid rocket motor Missile diameter: 90mm Guidance: 
passive IR homing, proportional navigation Operating platforms: can be 
mounted on attack helicopters fitted with an integrated combat system (Tiger, 
Rooivalk), lightweight helicopters (Gazelle, Fennec) and utility helicopters 
(Cougar) as a standalone weapon system Missile length: 1.86m 

Raytheon Missile Systems ► AIM-9 Sidewinder 

The AIM-9 Sidewinder is a short-range air-to-air missile that entered US military 
service in 1956, with variants and upgrades remaining active to the present day. 
The heat-seeking AIM-9X Block 1 Sidewinder is the most widely used AAM on 
US and allied fighter aircraft and can be mounted on helicopters. The majority 
of Sidewinder variants use IR homing for guidance, and of over 110,000 missiles 
produced around the world 1% have been used in combat. Max speed: M=3 
Range: 16km Rate of fire: dependent on ability of helicopter’s sighting systems 
to acquire new targets and cue missile seeker heads Warhead type: 9.5kg HE 
blast fragmentation with laser proximity Features: imaging seeker, thrust vector 
control, off-boresight capability and high countermeasure resistance 
Propulsion: solid rocket motor Missile diameter: 12.7cm Guidance: imaging IR, 
proportional navigation Operating platforms: USMC Bell AH-1W SuperCobra 
and AH-1Z Viper attack helicopters Missile length: 3m 

Raytheon Missile Systems ► AIM-92 Stinger 
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Thales UK ► Starstreak 

The Starstreak AAM is a variant of the Thales hypervelocity SAM. After its launch, 
the missile accelerates to speeds of M=4, making it the fastest short-range 
surface-to-air missile in the world. Once in flight, the Starstreak launches three 
laser beam riding submunitions that increase the chance for a successful hit. 
The missile has been in service with the British armed forces since 1997. Max 
speed: hypersonic Range: 6km+ Rate of fire: engagement of one target must 
be completed before another can be fired upon, but engagements are over 
very quickly Warhead type: 3 individually guided armour-piercing explosive 
darts with delay fuse Missile weight at launch: 16.78kg Launcher: 2-tube box 
Missile diameter: 130mm; wingspan 250mm Propulsion: 2-stage rocket motor 
Guidance: laser beam riding darts steer themselves into centre line of ‘grid’ 
created by vertical and horizontal scanning lasers; helicopter sights 
automatically keep centre of grid on target Missile length: 1.4m 

V. A. Degtyarev Plant ► 9M39 Igla-V 

The 9M39 Igla-V (‘Needle’) is a Russian shoulder-launched IR homing SAM 
adapted for helicopter use. It is an air-launched version of the Igla MANPADS. 
The 9M39 relied on a two-colour IR guidance system that lessened the threat of 
flares and was propelled by a single solid fuel rocket motor. With an operational 
range of 5.2km and a ceiling of 11,000ft, the 9M39 reached speeds of M=2.3. 
The missile was almost as long as the launcher itself and had spring-loaded fins 
for inflight stabilisation. It is used by many nations, including Egypt, Iran, Syria, 
Ukraine and Vietnam. It is currently being phased out by Russian armed forces 
in favour of the 9K333 Verba. Max speed: supersonic Range: 5.2km Missile 
diameter: 7.2cm; wingspan 35cm Propulsion: solid rocket motor Guidance: 
passive IR homing Operating platforms: Mi-8/17, Mi-24, offered as option on 
Mi-35 for export customers, Ka-50 Missile length: 1.55m Warhead type: 2.5kg 
HE fragmentation with impact fuse 

Air-to-ground missiles ► Denel Dynamics ► Ingwe 

The Ingwe (‘Leopard’) is a multipurpose guided missile developed from the ZT3 
family primarily for antitank purposes. Passive target acquisition, high 
countermeasure resistance and ease of use are claimed. In February 2013, a 
new variant was unveiled at the International Defence Exhibition in Abu Dhabi. 
Named the Portable Launch System. Max speed: high subsonic Range: 
250-5,000m Warhead type: tandem-shaped charge with precursor warhead in 
tip of nose probe, claimed to penetrate 1,000m of RHA after defeating 
explosive reactive armour, alternative thermobaric and multipurpose penetrator 
warheads Propulsion: launch motor and boost motor Guidance: laser beam 
riding; missile follows centreline of laser scan pattern, helicopter use requires 
stabilised sight, automatic target tracking modules can be added to ensure 
fully automatic guidance after lock-on Operating platforms: Mi-24, Mi-17, 
H135M Missile length: 1.75m Missile diameter: 127mm 

Denel Dynamics ► Mokopa 

The Mokopa is a long-range precision-guided missile, made in South Africa. 
Designed as an antitank weapon, it is currently in the final stages of 
development before being integrated into the South African Air Force Rooivalk 
attack helicopters (see separate entry). The system is currently in use with 
Algerian National Navy within their six new Super Lynx 300-series helicopters 
(see separate entry). Range: >10,000m Rate of fire: various modes including 
ripple fire capability Launcher: Full MIL-STD-1760/-1553; strap-on configura-
tions also available; four- or two-rail launcher Warhead type: tandem-shaped 
charge and alternative multipurpose warhead Propulsion: solid rocket motor 
Guidance: semi-active laser; can be fitted with IR fire-and-forget and 
millimetre-wave radar-homing versions, full inertial navigation allows accurate 
guidance for various launch modes Launcher diameter: 178mm Launcher 
length: 1.99m Operating platforms: Rooivalk, Super Lynx 
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Hermes is a two-stage supersonic missile designed for helicopters as well as 
fixed-wing strike aircraft. A typical system includes missiles packaged in 
transport/launch tubes, control equipment, two launchers and maintenance 
equipment. Hermes consists of a multistage rocket missile with a booster, as 
well as a fire-and-forget capability, with laser guidance and IR homing. 
Designed to engage multiple targets, it can track and destroy over-the-horizon 
them in single or volley fire. Applications: current and future tanks, lightly 
armoured vehicles, fortifications and buildings, surface and low-velocity air 
targets Max speed: 1,000m/s Range: 15-20km Rate of fire: 2-round salvos 
against different targets Missile weight at launch: 110kg in tube Warhead 
type: 28kg HEF Guidance: inertial and radio command to target area, then 
terminal homing Operating platforms: Ka-52 carrying 16 on 4x four-round 
launchers Missile length: 3.5m 

KBP Instrument Design Bureau ► Hermes 

The 9M123 Khrizantema (NATO reporting name AT-15 ‘Springer’) is an antitank 
missile designed to engage slow and low-flying aerial targets. The missile can 
be employed without the need for visual contact; its targeting is provided via a 
millimetre-wavelength radar suspended on one of the underwing pylons of the 
helicopter. The 9M123 Khrizantema entered service with the Russian armed 
forces in 2005 and will be equipped on the Mi-28NM helicopter for Russian 
Army Aviation. Max speed: supersonic Range: 6km; 8km (extended-range deriv-
ative) Warhead type: Tandem HEAT shaped charges 

KBM ► 9M123 Khrizantema 

An improved version of the 9M114 (see separate entry), the 9M120 Ataka-V is 
a long-range antitank guided missile that is equipped with a tandem HEAT 
warhead. The 9M120 (NATO reporting name AT-9 ‘Spiral-2’) uses laser-beam 
riding guidance and is optimised for target engagements in visual conditions. 
Tracking is provided by the GOES-451M optronic payload. Stored in a 
glass-reinforced plastic tube that acts as its launcher, the 9M120 Ataka-V 
entered service with the Russian military in the early 1990s and will be 
equipped on the Mi-28NM helicopter for Russian Army Aviation. The missile’s 
primary variant was designed to defeat tanks with composite armour and 
explosive reactive armour. Max speed: supersonic Range: 8km Operating 
platforms: Mi-28 

KBM ► 9M120 Ataka-V 

The 9M114 Shturm-V (NATO reporting name AT-6 ‘Spiral’) is a third-generation 
Russian short-range anti-armour missile system. Meaning ‘assault’ in German, 
the Shturm is a Soviet-made semi-automatic command to LOS (SACLOS), radio 
guided antitank system that uses a 9M114 Cocoon missile. The missile can be 
deployed on air, land or sea platforms and is transported and launched from a 
glass-reinforced plastic tube. The SACLOS has a radio command link that allows 
the missile to travel to travel faster and further than a guided one. Max speed: 
supersonic Range: 5km Rate of fire: engagement of one target must be 
completed before another can be engaged Missile diameter open wingspan: 
30cm Missile weight at launch: 30kg Propulsion: solid rocket motor Missile 
diameter: 14cm Guidance: dual-mode radio command followed by 
semi-active laser terminal homing Warhead type: 10kg, tandem HEAT-shaped 
charges Operating platforms: Mi-24E/F, Ka-29, offered as option on Rostvertol 
Mi-35 for export customers, Mi-28 and Mi-8/17 Missile length: 1.78m 

KBM ► 9M114 Shturm-V 
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PROTECTION SYSTEMS
The following helicopter-mounted protection systems are featured in this section:
• Armour
• Chaff, flare and decoy systems
• Integrated self-protection systems
• IR jammers
• Laser warning receivers
• Missile launch detectors and approach warners
• RF jammers
• Radar warning receivers
The systems are listed alphabetically by manufacturer.
The data in these entries has been supplied by the manufacturers. Further information  
can be obtained by contacting companies directly.
If your company produces a protection system for helicopter use which you believe should 
be listed in this section, please contact Karima Thibou at karima.t@shephardmedia.com 
to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus online database (shephardplus.com) and is 
included in the next print edition. 

ABOVE: A Lynx helicopter from HMS Manchester deploys its counter heat-seeking missile flares during an exercise at sea.  
(Photo: UK MoD)
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ARMOUR

3M TECHNICAL CERAMICS 
Ballistic Aircraft Armour
3M’s ballistic protection ceramic armour is designed to be 
lightweight and flexible. Hot-pressed lightweight boron 
carbide is used for the ballistic protection of helicopter 
seats. Since the 1960s 3M has supplied boron carbide 
tiles for helicopter seats. Since 2012 the company’s 
portfolio has expanded to include complex panels in 
boron carbide. 3M also supplies silicon carbide for use in 
helicopters, in particular for complex geometries or lower 
ballistic protection levels. Applications: ballistic protection 
of helicopter seats Operating platforms: aircraft

ARMORWORKS 
Helicopter Armour
ArmorWorks supplies traditional steel and lightweight 
composite armour kits for helicopters. Its products 
include seat, cockpit and full cabin armour. Its floor 
panels can be installed and removed by front-line 
personnel. Ballistic protection levels can be changed to 
meet different threat levels. The company has supplied 
kits for US Army AH-64 Apache, CH-47 Chinook, OH-58D 
Kiowa helicopters, USN and USCG H-60s and USMC CH-
46Es. The ceramic composite armour kit for the AH-64 
has been installed on the US Army AH-64s since 2007 
and saves more than 136kg when compared with the 
conventional steel armour previously used. According 
to ArmorWorks, the new lightweight armour also 
provides better ballistic protection. Applications: ballistic 
protection armour kit Operating platforms: US Army AH-
64 Apache, CH-47 Chinook, OH-58D Kiowa helicopters, 
USN and USCG H-60s and USMC CH-46Es Material: 
Ceramic composite armour Protection levels: variable 
depending on threat level of operation

ARMOR OF AMERICA 
Helicopter Armour
Armor of America (AoA) produces custom armour kits for 
any rotary wing aircraft. AoA helicopter armour protects 
areas such as the cockpit floor and doors, cabin floor 
and walls, chin bubble, crew seats, gunner stations and 
transmission walls. AoA has been producing armour for 
over 35 years and has provided armour products for over 
300 helicopters, including platforms by Airbus Helicopters 
(AS330, AS332, AS350, AS355, AS365 Bö 105, BK 117, 
H120, H135M, H155, H225M, HH-65), Bell (Bell 205, 
206, 212, 407, 412, 427, UH-1H, Huey II), Boeing (CH-46, 
CH-47), Leonardo (AW109, AW139), MD Helicopters (MD 
500, MD 530, MD 600, MD 900), Russian Helicopters 
(Mi-8/-17) and Sikorsky (CH-53, SH-3/S-61, H-60). AoA’s 
service is a turn-key solution that offers services such 
as visits to the customer’s location, measurement of 
the aircraft, identification and discussion of specific 
requirements, production of certified drawing package, 
the manufacture, delivery and installation of the kit 
and training in how to maintain, install and remove 
the armour. Applications: ballistic protection Operating 
platforms: wide range of helicopter models

ASU BALTIJA 
Armour set for Mi-17
ASU Baltija designed a protection kit for three MI-17s 
for the Rwandan MoD. The armour weighs 200kg and 
can be fitted on any Mi-8/17 family aircraft. The armour is 
designed to protect the engine, hydraulic unit, generator 
and main gearbox. The ballistic protection panels are 
made of lightweight ceramics SIC/aramid and Dyneema 
polyethylene fibre. Four ceramic composite panels 
provide side protection of the helicopter crew and are 
placed on special mounts outside the cockpit, fixed 
by screwed fixers. Two composite plates are also fixed 
on both sliding pilot windows from the inside. Twelve 
Dyneema and two Armox steel panels are installed on 
the cockpit floor and bulletproof glass is installed on 
a special frame inside the cockpit between the front 
windows and instrumental panels, providing pilots with 
good protection and visibility. Finally, two armoured steel 
plates provide protection beneath the control pedals. 
The armour kits are designed to meet NIJ Level III, 
providing defence against rounds from weapons such as 
the 5.56mm M16 and the 7.62mm AK-47. Applications: 
aircraft body armour Protection levels: NIJ III Material: 
SIC/aramid and Dyneema polyethylene fibre Operating 
platforms: Mi-8/-17

CERADYNE 
3M Aircraft Armor Systems
Ceradyne developed the Defender armour systems that 
included ceramic armour seats, components and panel 
systems for military helicopters. The company supplied 
components, ceramic tile kits or integrated seating 
for existing and development helicopters. Ceradyne is 
now a wholly owned subsidiary of 3M, which markets 
its helicopter armouring products as 3M Aircraft Armor 
Systems. According to 3M, modular components allow 
for simple, customisable integration while ceramic 
strike-faces are designed and tested to shatter armour-
piercing bullets on impact – from 5.56 to 12.7mm 
– while composite backing absorbs residual energy. 
Seating and wing panels are typically constructed from 
moulded aramid composite shells and finished with a 
durable nylon fabric to help increase protection from 
armour-piercing ballistics between 7.62 and 12.7mm. 
Applications: ceramic armour seats, components and 
panel systems Protection levels: 7.62 and 12.7mm 
armour-piercing rounds Material: ceramics, nylon fabric 
Operating platforms: AH-64 Apache, Gazelle, H225M, 
AH-1 series, H-60 series, CH-47 Chinook

IAI GOLAN INDUSTRIES 
IAI Crashworthy Seats
IAI Golan provides military helicopters with ballistic 
armour pilot seats, operator seats and helicopter/
tiltrotor troop seats.  The seats are fully adjustable with 
longitudinal, vertical, swivel and recline adjustments 
provided. The armour is tested to MIL-STD-810 
environmental requirements and is designed to be 
easily reconfigured in the field from armoured to 
non-armoured configuration.  The troop seats feature 
a foldable seat pan and backrest, they also enable 
backpack wearing and are floor-mounted, side-facing. 
These seats have been chosen by the USN for the V-22 
tiltrotor aircraft. Applications: seat armour for helicopter 
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transferable armour kits that can be moved from one 
like aircraft to another. Applications: Cockpit protection, 
helicopter armour Operating platforms: fixed- or rotary-
wing aircraft

PROTECH ARMOR SYSTEMS 
Protech Helicopter Armour
Protech aircraft armour kits are designed and 
manufactured by Protech for a range of applications. 
Add-on armour kits can be customised to meet mission, 
weight and performance objectives for all types of ball 
and armour-piercing threats. According to Protech, 
the lightweight composite design reduces the weight 
of the armour system while offering multi-hit ballistic 
performance. Protech’s aircraft armour reaches the FAA 
requirements for fortified cockpit doors. The ballistic 
panels can be installed and in most cases removed by 
front-line personnel with no special tooling. Armour 
systems can also be transferred from one aircraft to 
another. Replacement panels are available, which 
eliminates the need to replace the full kit. Features of the 
FAA-certified aircraft armour kit include non-reflective 
polyurethane protective coatings for slip-resistance, 
vertical burn resistance and resistance to (and protection 
from) a variety of environmental and chemical conditions. 
Applications: helicopter armour Protection levels: all types 
of ball and armour-piercing threats Certifications: FAA 
approved Operating platforms: Rotary-wing aircraft

TENCATE ADVANCED ARMOR 
Aircraft Armour
TenCate Advanced Armour designs ‘built-to-print’ and 
‘built-to-spec’ ballistic protection panels, which can be 
quickly installed or de-installed. The ballistic protection is 
achieved through the use of lightweight materials such 
as TenCate Liba CX or TenCate Ceratego CX. TenCate 
Liba is a material made with pellets of silicone carbide or 
boron carbide. TenCate also provides whole-life support 
for ballistic protection products. Transparent armour is 
produced to protect the cockpit crew while enabling 
continued visibility. Pilot seat protection solutions can be 
integrated into various aircraft designs without impairing 
the operability of the equipment, protecting the pilot 
crew against penetrating projectiles and against trauma 
sustained from turbulence and other environmental 
threats. TenCate’s modular floors are installed with the 
use of QR-skewers and can be designed in collaboration 
with the original equipment manufacturer or be 
integrated into existing designs as a retro-fit application. 
Side doors and ramps can be integrated into the overall 
design of the flooring system to provide additional 
protection. Exterior aircraft protection solutions can 
be designed with radar-transparent armour which are 
created with system performance and centre of gravity 
in mind. 3D composite armour solutions can also be 
provided for the protection of engines and exhaust 
systems. These solutions are designed for extreme 
temperature performance. The ballistic protection is 
designed and produced in a dedicated aerospace 
EN91000-certified and NATO security-cleared production 
site. TenCate has supplied kits for the AW101 from its 
facility in Vissenbjerg, Denmark. Operating platforms: 
AW101 Certifications: NATO STANAG 4569 Material: 
TenCate Liba CX or TenCate Ceratego CX

pilot and crew Certifications: MIL-STD-810 Operating 
platforms: V-22 tiltrotor aircraft

ISBI ARMORING 
Helicopter Ceramic Armour
ISBI Armoring provides ballistic protection kits for both 
civil and military helicopters. The armour is constructed 
from silicone carbine tiles, which are laminated with 
rubberised Twaro. The use of silicon carbine tiles provides 
a weight saving of 20% when compared with alumina tile 
armour, according to the company. The weight to provide 
protection from 7.62mm is 40kg/sqm. ISBI produces 
the armour for cabin floors and on request for lighter 
aircraft such as the Bell 206. The company also provides 
armour for the Black Hawk, which is generally installed 
to protect the passenger area. ISBI has armoured over 20 
helicopters for both civil and military customers in France, 
Russia and the US. Applications: Aircraft body armour 
Protection levels: Protection against 7.62mm Material: 
silicone carbine tiles with rubberised Twaro Operating 
platforms: Bell 206 and Black Hawk UH-60

NORINCO 
Aircraft Armor
Norinco Shanghai has developed bullet-proof and anti-
explosive technologies to armour aircraft by using a variety 
of armoured panels, lightweight composite materials and 
bullet-proof structures. Norinco is able to upgrade various 
helicopters, transport aircraft and fighter jets. 

PERMALI GLOUCESTER 
Lightweight Armour Systems
Permali uses advanced composite and ceramic materials 
to provide lightweight ballistic protection for helicopters. 
The materials used by Permali include UHMWPE, aramids 
and ceramics. They provide protection levels ranging 
from small arms to heavy machine gun fire. Armour 
panel constructions meet the requirements of FAR/CS25 
and FAR/CS29. The company has developed an armour 
upgrade for the CH-47 Chinook that provides protection 
to both the cockpit and cabin areas. It is a modular 
system, allowing for installations according to mission 
requirements. This equipment is in active service with the 
UK RAF and the Royal Netherlands Air Force. Operating 
platforms: CH-47 Material: UHMWPE, aramids and 
ceramics Protection levels: small arms to heavy machine 
gun fire Certifications: FAR/CS25 and FAR/CS29

PLASAN SASA 
Lightweight Armor Airborne Solutions
Plasan’s integrated solutions include modular, portable 
or fixed add-on-armour kits. The company’s installation 
kits can be used on multiple models of the same aircraft 
and it offers shipping to remote locations, as well as rapid, 
on-site, mid-mission installation and on-the-fly repair. 
Plasan develops and fields lightweight armour ‘Cockpit 
Protection’ products for aircraft operating forward, which 
are designed to provide a high level of protection for 
flight crews and passengers. The lightweight armour 
is designed to provide high protection levels with 
minimal added weight. The solutions use materials that 
ensure specified threat levels are met. Products include 
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The ALE-47 Airborne Countermeasure Dispenser System is in 
operation with the US military, automatically launching RF and IR 
countermeasures to defeat incoming missiles. (Photo: BAE Systems)

SPREAD
Self Protection Expendables Airborne Dispenser 
(SPREAD) is a CMDS designed to increase the survivability 
and mission effectiveness of airborne platforms against 
RF and IR threats. SPREAD is capable of operating 
with any RWR/MWS/LWR via MIL-STD-1553B data bus 
and discrete interfaces. It also has glass cockpit and 
NVG-compatible versions and is capable of dispensing 
25x25mm chaff, 25x25mm dual chaff, 25x25mm flare, 
Multi-Blu-3 and other chaff/flare cartridges with similar 
dispensing characteristics. The system consists of five 
LRUs: system control unit, dispense control unit, dispenser 
base, magazine and safety switch. The system was 
developed under SSM contract. It has been operational 
since 2006. Operating platforms: AH-1P, AH-1W, Mi-17, 
AB205, AS532, S-70A and T129

BAE SYSTEMS 
AN/ALE-47(V) Countermeasure Dispenser System
Operated by the US military, ALE-47 is claimed to be 
the most widely used CMDS in the world. Manufactured 
in Florida, this system is readily available with a much 
shorter lead time than other similar systems, according 
to the company. It has been interfaced with numerous 
companion sensor systems and has been fielded by over 
25 countries on over 30 platforms. It is interchangeable 
with obsolete ALE-40, ALE-39 and M-130 systems. 
When the aircraft’s sensors detect a threat, the CMDS 
automatically launches RF and IR countermeasures at 
the optimum time to defeat incoming missiles. The ALE 
is compatible with a wide variety of countermeasures 
such as different types of flares and chaff. It is also 
designed to work with future countermeasures. The AN/
ALE-47 is manufactured by both Extant Aerospace and 
BAE Systems. Launch envelope: Each dispenser can hold 
five different types of countermeasures for a total of 30. 
The whole system can accommodate up to 32 dispensers 
on fixed-wing aircraft and 16 on rotary-wing aircraft.

Chaff and Flare Cartridges
The family of chaff and IR expendables includes M206 
207x25x25mm (0.04kg) IR decoy flare; MJU-x 264x74mm 
(0.4kg) IR decoy flare; RR-129/AL 147x36mm (0.23kg) chaff 
cartridge; RR-136/AL 196x40mm (0.09kg) chaff cartridge; 

CHAFF, FLARE AND DECOY 
SYSTEMS

ALLOY SURFACES 
IRCM Flares
Alloy Surfaces’ family of visually covert Special Material 
Decoy IRCM are designed to protect rotary-wing aircraft, 
fighters and transports from MANPADS and IR-guided 
AAMs in both reactive and pre-emptive dispensing 
scenarios. The M211 was developed under the US Army 
Advanced IRCM Munitions programme for helicopter 
protection for use in ALE-40/-45/-47, M130 and any 
CMDS capable of employment of countermeasures. 
The MJU-50/B and MJU-51A/B were developed under 
the joint USAF/USN Advanced Strategic and Tactical IR 
Expendables programme; the MJU-64/B and MJU-
66/B were developed by the USN and are compatible 
with ALE-40/-45/-47, M130 and any CMDS capable 
of employing these form factors. User platforms: The 
MJU-49/B is suitable for all aircraft fitted with ALE-39 
or capable of expending 5.8in, 36mm round decoys. 
MJU-52/B BOL IR and Hot BOL IR L5A2 decoys are 
designed for employment with the Saab BOL dispenser 
Dimensions: M211: 24x24x203mm, MJU-50/B: 
24x24x203mm and MJU-51A/B: 50x24x203mm

ARNOLD DEFENSE 
SUU-25 F/A Flare Dispenser
The SUU-25 F/A flare dispenser is for use aboard 
high-performance aircraft to deploy LUU-1 or LUU-2 
illumination rounds. The dispenser can carry eight rounds 
in four tubes, and uses two five-pin firing connectors 
through a stepping switch. A small explosive charge is 
used to eject the parachuted illumination round aft, 
behind the aircraft. Pod width: 35.4cm (Dia) Empty pod 
weight: 117.9kg Pod length: 241cm

ASELSAN 
CMDS
The Helicopter Counter Measures Dispensing System 
(CMDS) is designed to dispense chaff/flare decoys 
to protect rotorcraft against RF/IR-guided missiles. It 
comprises five LRUs: system control unit, dispense control 
unit, dispenser base, magazine and safety switch. The 
CMDS dispenses 25x25mm IR or RF decoys. The system is 
also able to dispense each half of RR-180-type dual-chaff 
decoys independently, increasing the total number of RF 
decoys by a factor of two. Each magazine can be loaded 
with mixed types of decoys. The onboard MDF contains 
up to 2,400 individual dispensing programs. The dispense 
programs can be initiated manually, semi-automatically 
or automatically, with two payloads dispensed 
simultaneously if required. In semi-automatic (dispensing 
with pilot consent) and automatic (dispensing initiated 
by system) modes, the system receives warnings from 
external missile warning systems, RWRs or laser warning 
receivers. Applications: protect helicopters against RF/
IR-guided missiles Capacity: up to four magazines can be 
connected to a DCU, with each magazine containing 30 
decoys Decoy length: 25mm Decoy width: 25mm
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GUIDE TO SUPPLIERS
This section lists key companies supplying goods, services and equipment to  
the military helicopter industry worldwide. 

The section is separated into two listings, by product then by supplier.

Products are listed alphabetically with suppliers and their location under each.

Supplier listings from p168 are shown alphabetically and include: 

• company address 
• email and website addresses
• telephone and fax numbers 
• contact names

Highlighted entries also include the company’s logo and a summary of activity. 

To update a listing or submit new information, email Karima Thibou at  
karima.t@shephardmedia.com

PRODUCTS

ABOVE: US marines refuel a UH-1Y Venom helicopter during a Weapons and Tactics Instructors Course at Chocolate Mountain Aerial 
Gunnery Range, California, in October 2017. (Photo: USMC)
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ACCESSORIES

PRODUCTS
Accessories 
3M Aerospace (USA)
Aage Christensen 

(DENMARK)
ACES Systems (USA)
ADS (USA)
Aero Telemetry (USA)
Air Asia Company (TAIWAN)
Air Covers (UK)
Air Methods (USA)
Airborne Industries (USA)
Airbus Helicopters 

(FRANCE)
All-System Aerospace 

International (USA)
AmSafe Logistics & Support 

(UK)
Armour of America (USA)
ASE (ITALY)
ASU Baltija (LITHUANIA)
Aviall Australia (AUSTRALIA)
Barum & Dewar (UK)
Breeze-Eastern (USA)
Breitling (SWITZERLAND)
Bruggemann (GERMANY)
Capewell Aerial Systems 

(USA)
CFD International (USA)
Claverham (UK)
Cliffdale Manufacturing (USA)
Concorde Battery (USA)
Controp Precision 

Technologies (ISRAEL)
Dakota Air Parts 

International (USA)
DART Aerospace (CANADA)
David Clark Company (USA)
Dillon Aero (USA)
DMS Technologies (UK)
Downing Heliport Systems 

(USA)
Drallim Industries (UK)
EDMO Distributors (USA)
Electronic Concepts & 

Engineering (USA)
Emergency Beacon (USA)
Emteq (USA)
Euravia (UK)
Executive Instruments (USA)
FDC/aeroFilter (USA)
Flight Helmet (USA)
Flight Helmets Australia 

(AUSTRALIA)
GSI International (USA)
HAL – Hindustan 

Aeronautics (INDIA)
Hanz USA (USA)
Hawker Pacific (AUSTRALIA)
Hawker Pacific Aerospace 

(USA)
Hawker Pacific Middle East 

(UAE)
Heli-Mart (USA)
Helicopter Support (USA)
Helispec (USA)
Helylux Industries (FRANCE)
Honeywell Aerospace (USA)

HR Smith Group of 
Companies (UK)

Interactive Safety Products 
(USA)

L3 Avionics Systems (USA)
L3 Wescam (CANADA)
Linstol (USA)
LKD Aerospace (USA)
Luma Technologies (USA)
MAC Aerospace (USA)
Masley Enterprises (USA)
Measurement Systems 

International (USA)
Meeker Aviation (USA)
Meggitt Sensing Systems 

(SWITZERLAND)
Merit Apparel (USA)
MH-Technologies (FRANCE)
Motorflug Baden-Baden 

(GERMANY)
MSA Gallet (FRANCE)
Nordam Transparency 

Division (USA)
Onboard Systems 

International (USA)
Ordtech Military Industries 

(SWITZERLAND)
Oregon Aero (USA)
Paravion Technology (USA)
Parker Aerospace - Aircraft 

Wheels & Brakes (USA)
Parker Aerospace - Control 

Systems (USA)
PM Research (USA)
Polyformes (UK)
Powervamp (UK)
Pratt & Whitney Canada 

(CANADA)
RBI Hawker (UAE)
REB Technologies (USA)
RF System Lab (USA)
Rolin Industries (USA)
Rotorcraft Services Group 

(USA)
RUAG Aviation 

(SWITZERLAND)
Safran Helicopter Engines 

(FRANCE)
Sandia Aerospace (USA)
Sayre Enterprises (USA)
Sibat (ISRAEL)
ST Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
Stag Group (UK)
Switlik Parachute Company 

(USA)
Thomas Jacks (UK)
Triumph Gear Systems (USA)
United Design (ITALY)
US Night Vision (USA)
Vector Aerospace Helicopter 

Services - UK (UK)
Vector Aerospace 

Helicopter Services North 
America (CANADA)

Air Conditioning/
Temperature Control 
Adams Aviation (UK)
Advanced Cooling 

Technologies (USA)

Air Comm Corporation (USA)
Air Methods (USA)
Ametek Aerospace & 

Defense (USA)
B/E Aerospace (USA)
DIMO (USA)
Hawker Pacific (AUSTRALIA)
Hawker Pacific Aerospace 

(USA)
Hawker Pacific Middle East 

(UAE)
Honeywell Aerospace (USA)
IAI North America (USA)
Limco Airepair (USA)
Pacific Oil Cooler Service 

(USA)
Pall Aeropower (USA)
Paravion Technology (USA)
Port-A-Cool (USA)
Powervamp (UK)
Ross Aviation (UK)
ST Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
United Rotorcraft (USA)

Aircraft Covers
Air Covers (UK)
Cambrai Aircraft Covers (UK)
Cocoon (USA)
Dynatech International (USA)
Lite Flite (DENMARK)
Shield Technologies (USA)

Airframes
Airbus Helicopters (FRANCE)
Airbus Helicopters Inc (USA)
Aurora Flight Sciences (USA)
Australian Helicopters 

(AUSTRALIA)
AVIC – Aviation Industry 

Corporation of China 
(CHINA)

Avicopter (CHINA)
AVX Aircraft (USA)
Bell Helicopter Textron (USA)
Boeing Defense, Space & 

Security (USA)
Changhe Aircraft Industries 

Corporation (CAIC) (CHINA)
Denel Aviation ( 

SOUTH AFRICA)
Enstrom Helicopter (USA)
HAL – Hindustan 

Aeronautics (INDIA)
Harbin Aircraft Industry 

Group (CHINA)
IAI North America (USA)
Indonesian Aerospace 

(INDONESIA)
KAI – Korea Aerospace 

Industries (SOUTH KOREA)
KAI-EC Helicopter  

(SOUTH KOREA)
Kaman Aerospace (USA)
Kawasaki Heavy Industries – 

Aerospace (JAPAN)
Leonardo DRS (USA)
Leonardo Helicopters (ITALY)
Leonardo UK (UK)
MD Helicopters (USA)
NH Industries (FRANCE)

Piasecki Aircraft (USA)
PZL-Świdnik (POLAND)
RUAG Aviation 

(SWITZERLAND)
Russian Helicopters (RUSSIA)
Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin 

Company (USA)
ST Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
TAI – Turkish Aerospace 

Industries (TURKEY)
Times Aerospace Korea 

(SOUTH KOREA)

Ambulance/ 
Medevac Equipment 
Aage Christensen 

(DENMARK)
Adams Aviation (UK)
ADS (USA)
AEM (UK)
Aerolite (SWITZERLAND)
Airbus Helicopters (FRANCE)
Astronics DME (USA)
Bell Helicopter Textron (USA)
Brief Relief (USA)
Combat Medical Systems 

(USA)
Doctor Down (USA)
Downing Heliport Systems 

(USA)
Enviro Systems (USA)
Essex Industries (USA)
Impact Instrumentation 

(USA)
Life Support International 

(USA)
LifePort (USA)
Lifesaving Systems (USA)
Lite Flite (DENMARK)
Masimo (USA)
Medical Innovations Group 

(UK)
MJ Cases (UK)
REB Technologies (USA)
S.O.S. Group (UK)
Skedco (USA)
Sloane Helicopters (UK)
Spectrum Aeromed (USA)
Switlik Parachute Company 

(USA)
Zodiac Aerospace Services 

(FRANCE)
Zodiac Oxygen Systems US 

(Avox Systems Inc) (USA)
ZOLL Medical (USA)

Armour 
3M Technical Ceramics 

(GERMANY)
Armor Australia (AUSTRALIA)
ArmorWorks (USA)
ArmorWorks Canada 

(CANADA)
Armour of America (USA)
ArmourWorks (UK)
ASU Baltija (LITHUANIA)
BCA Ballistic Protection 

(BRAZIL)
Bullet Proofing Technology 

(SOUTH AFRICA)
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Ceradyne (USA)
CoorsTek (USA)
IAI Golan Industries (ISRAEL)
ISBI Armoring (COLOMBIA)
Morgan Advanced Materials 

Composites and Defence 
Systems (UK)

MTL Advanced (UK)
Norinco (CHINA)
Optimal Armour (UK)
Permali Gloucester (UK)
Plasan Sasa (ISRAEL)
PPG Aerospace (USA)
Protech Armor Systems 

(USA)
Protective Group (USA)
Rheinmetall Ballistic 

Protection (GERMANY)
TenCate Advanced Armor 

(USA)

Associations 
ADS Group (UK)
AFCEA International (USA)
AHS International (USA)
American Helicopter 

Services and Aerial 
Firefighting Association 
(USA)

Army Aviation Association of 
America (USA)

Association of the United 
States Army (USA)

Canadian Association 
of Defence & Security 
Industries (CANADA)

Helicopter Association 
International (USA)

ISBI Armoring (COLOMBIA)
Military Officers Association 

of America (USA)
National Defense Industrial 

Association (USA)

Cables and Connectors 
Adams Aviation (UK)
Aircraft & Commercial 

Enterprises (USA)
Amphenol (UK)
Avionics Technologies (USA)
Click Bond (USA)
Crestwood Technology 

Group (USA)
FilConn (USA)
Harco (USA)
Icore International (Zodiac 

Interconnect US) (USA)
Isodyne (USA)
ITT Enidine (USA)
JIT Military Sales (USA)
Kuerzi Avionics 

(SWITZERLAND)
Lancer Systems (USA)
Micro-Coax (USA)
Mil-Base Industries (USA)
QRP (USA)
Senior Aerospace Metal 

Bellows (USA)
Spectrum Technologies (UK)
Staco Systems (USA)

W.L. Gore & Associates (USA)
W.L. Gore & Associates 

Cables (UK)
Yulista Aviation (USA)
Zodiac Aerospace Services 

(FRANCE)

Communication Systems 
Active Headsets (USA)
Adams Aviation (UK)
Advanced Helicopter 

Services (USA)
Aerlyper (SPAIN)
Aero Telemetry (USA)
Aerodata (GERMANY)
Aeronautics (ISRAEL)
Air Methods (USA)
Airbus Defence & Space 

(FRANCE)
Airbus Defence & Space 

(GERMANY)
Airbus Defense & Space 

(USA)
Alion Science and 

Technology (USA)
Aselsan (TURKEY)
Astron Wireless 

Technologies (USA)
ASU Baltija (LITHUANIA)
Aviall Australia (AUSTRALIA)
Aviatech (USA)
Avibras Indústria 

Aeroespacial (BRAZIL)
Avionetics (SWEDEN)
Avionics Technologies (USA)
Axnes Aviation (NORWAY)
BAE Systems (UK)
BAE Systems Electronic 

Systems (USA)
BAE Systems Inc (USA)
Ball Aerospace (USA)
Becker Avionics GmbH 

(GERMANY)
Becker Avionics USA (USA)
Bharat Electronics (INDIA)
Blue Sky Network (USA)
Boeing Defense, Space & 

Security (USA)
Bose (USA)
Broadcast Microwave 

Services (USA)
Cobham Aerospace 

Communications (USA)
Cobham Antenna Systems 

Microwave Antennas (UK)
Controp Precision 

Technologies (ISRAEL)
Cooper Antennas (UK)
Cubic Global Defense (USA)
Curtiss-Wright Defense 

Solutions (USA)
Curtiss-Wright Defense 

Solutions UK (UK)
Dallas Avionics (USA)
David Clark Company (USA)
Dayton-Granger (USA)
Diehl Aerosystems 

(GERMANY)
Domo Tactical 

Communications (USA)

Dynetics (USA)
EDMO Distributors (USA)
Elbit Systems (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT – 

Elisra (ISRAEL)
Emteq (USA)
ENSCO Avionics (USA)
Enterprise Control Systems 

(UK)
Esterline CMC Electronics 

(CANADA)
Esterline Palomar Products 

(USA)
Extant Aerospace (USA)
Flightcell International 

(NEW ZEALAND)
General Dynamics (USA)
General Dynamics Mission 

Systems (USA)
General Dynamics UK (UK)
Guardian Mobility 

(CANADA)
Harris (USA)
Harris Communication 

Systems (USA)
Hawker Pacific (AUSTRALIA)
Hayward & Green Aviation 

(UK)
Headset Services (UK)
HeliMedia (UK)
Hensoldt Sensors 

(GERMANY)
HISS (CANADA)
HR Smith Group of 

Companies (UK)
Hyundai J. Comm  

(SOUTH KOREA)
IAI ELTA Systems (ISRAEL)
IAI MLM Division (ISRAEL)
IAI North America (USA)
IMT – Integrated Microwave 

Technologies (USA)
Indra Sistemas (SPAIN)
Inmarsat (UK)
Inter-Coastal Electronics 

(USA)
Iridium Communications 

(USA)
Jabil (USA)
Jagid Management (USA)
Kongsberg Defence & 

Aerospace (NORWAY)
KVH Industries (USA)
L3 Aviation Recorders (USA)
L3 Communication 

Systems-West (USA)
L3 Mission Integration (USA)
L3 Telemetry & RF Products 

(L3 TRF) (USA)
L3 Wescam (CANADA)
Latitude Technologies 

(CANADA)
Leidos (USA)
Leonardo Airborne & Space 

Systems (ITALY)
Leonardo DRS (USA)
Leonardo Helicopters (ITALY)
Lockheed Martin Rotary 

and Mission Systems (USA)
Lockheed Martin (UK)

MASS (UK)
Mercury Defense Systems 

(USA)
Mercury Systems (USA)
Merit Apparel (USA)
MJ Cases (UK)
Motorflug Baden-Baden 

(GERMANY)
MSA Gallet (FRANCE)
N Systems (USA)
Navtech Systems (UK)
Northrop Grumman (USA)
Optical Air Data Systems 

(USA)
Rafael Advanced Defense 

Systems (ISRAEL)
Raytheon (USA)
Robinson Aviation (USA)
Rockwell Collins (USA)
Rockwell Collins 

ARINCDirect (USA)
Rockwell Collins (FRANCE)
Rockwell Collins (UK)
Rohde & Schwarz 

(GERMANY)
Saab (SWEDEN)
Scandinavian Avionics 

(DENMARK)
SCI-Technology (USA)
Scotty Group Austria 

(AUSTRIA)
Scotty Tele-Transport 

Corporation (USA)
Secure Communications 

Systems (USA)
Sennheiser Electronic (USA)
Sensor Systems (USA)
Sierra Nevada Corporation 

(USA)
SkyNet Mobile 

Communications 
(AUSTRALIA)

Sloane Helicopters (UK)
Specmat Technologies (USA)
ST Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
Sunhillo (USA)
Technisonic Industries 

(CANADA)
Tecom Industries (USA)
Telegenix (USA)
Telephonics (USA)
Teletronics Technology (USA)
Textron Systems (USA)
Thales Defense & Security 

(USA)
Thales UK (UK)
Times Microwave Systems 

(USA)
Times Microwave Systems 

International (UK)
Ultra Electronics 

Communication & 
Integrated Systems (UK)

Ultra Wood & Douglas (UK)
Uniflight (USA)
Universal Avionics Systems 

(USA)
Vector Aerospace 

Helicopter Services North 
America (CANADA)
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3M Aerospace
3M Center, Building 223-1N-14,  
St Paul, MN 55144-1000, USA 
www.3m.com 
Tel: +1 888 364 3577

3M Technical Ceramics
Max-Schaidhauf-Straße 25, 87437 
Kempten (Allgäu), GERMANY 
info@esk.com 
technical-ceramics.3mdeutschland.de 
Tel: +49 831 5618 0 Fax: 5618 345

Aage Christensen
Skelmosevej 10,  
2500 Valby, DENMARK 
ah@aagechristensen.dk 
www.aagechristensen.dk 
Tel: +45 36 442 444 Fax: 442 024 
Andreas Hansen, Def Sales Mgr

AAR Airlift Group
2301 Commerce Park Drive 
Northeast, Palm Bay,  
FL 32905, USA 
airlift@aarcorp.com 
www.aarcorp.comairlift 
Tel: +1 321 837 2345 Fax: 837 2346 
Randy J Martinez, Bus Dev VP

AAR Mobility Systems
201 Haynes Street,  
Cadillac, MI 49601, USA 
mobility.systems@aarcorp.com 
www.aarcorp.com 
Tel: +1 800 355 2015 
Jeff Jackson, VP Bus Dev

Able Aerospace
7706 East Velocity Way,  
Mesa, AZ 85212, USA 
sales@ableengineering.com 
www.ableaerospace.com 
Tel: +1 602 304 1227 Fax: 304 1277

ACES Systems
10737 Lexington Drive,  
Knoxville, TN 37932, USA 
info@acessystems.com 
www.acessystems.com 
Tel: +1 865 671 2003 Fax: 675 1241 
Larry Lehmann, Dir, Av Mktg/Sales

Acme Aerospace
528 West 21st Street,  
Tempe, AZ 85282, USA 
aerosales@acme-aero.com 
www.acme-aero.com 
Tel: +1 480 894 6864 Fax: 921 0470

Active Headsets
2320 Lakeview Drive,  
Amarillo, TX 79109, USA 
jan@headsetsinc.com 
www.headsetsinc.com 
Tel: +1 806 358 6336 Fax: 358 6449 
T P Brittain, GM

AD Aerospace
Abbots Park, Preston Brook, 
Cheshire, WA7 3GH, UK 
enquiry@ad-aero.com 
www.ad-aero.com 
Tel: +44 870 442 4520  
Fax: 442 4524

AD-S&Co
Boerhaaveweg 13,  
2408 AD Alphen aan Den Rijn, 
NETHERLANDS 
info@adsco.nl  www.adsco.nl 
Tel: +31 172 449 750 Fax: 449 785

Adams Aviation
Mercury House, Vulcan Way,  
New Addington, Croydon,  
CR0 9UG, UK 
mail@adamsaviation.com 
www.adamsaviation.com 
Tel: +44 1689 842 999 Fax: 808 966 
Robin Walsh, Av Sales/Mkt Dev Mgr

ADEPT Technologies
2865 Wall Triana Highway, 
Huntsville, AL 35824, USA 
office@adept-technologies.com 
www.adept-technologies.com 
Tel: +1 256 851 2932 Fax: 851 2937 
Chad Fielder, VP Bus Dev

ADS
Lynnwood Plaza,  
621 Lynnhaven Parkway, Suite 400, 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452, USA 
www.adsinc.com 
Tel: +1 866 845 3012

ADS Group
Salamanca Square,  
9 Albert Embankment,  
London, SE1 7SP, UK 
enquiries@adsgroup.org.uk 
www.adsgroup.org.uk 
Tel: +44 20 7091 4500  
Fax: 7091 4545 
Paul Everitt, Chief Exec

Advanced Cooling Technologies
1046 New Holland Avenue, 
Lancaster, PA 17601-5688, USA 
info@1-ACT.com 
www.1-act.com 
Tel: +1 717 295 6061 Fax: 295 6064 
Mark Stevens, New Bus Dev

Advanced Helicopter Services
17986 County Road 94B, 
Woodland, CA 95695, USA 
sparrow@advheli.com 
advancedhelicopterservices.com 
Tel: +1 530 669 7115 Fax: 669 7547 
Sparrow Tang, Pres/CEO

Advanced Surfaces & Processes
85 North 26th Avenue,  
Cornelius, OR 97113, USA 
tmurray@advanced-surfaces.com 
www.advanced-surfaces.com 
Tel: +1 503 640 4072 
Tom Murray, Coordinator

Advanced Torque Products
56 Budney Road, Newington,  
CT 06111, USA 
sales@advancedtorque.com 
www.advancedtorque.com 
Tel: +1 860 828 1523 Fax: 737 3022

Aechelon Technology
888 Brannan Street, Suite 210,  
San Francisco, CA 94103, USA 
sales@aechelon.com 
www.aechelon.com 
Tel: +1 415 255 0120 Fax: 255 0129 
Valerie Stewart, Dir Program Mgt

AECOM
1999 Avenue of the Stars,  
Suite 2600, Los Angeles,  
CA 90067, USA 
info@aecom.com 
www.aecom.com 
Tel: +1 213 593 8000 Fax: 593 8178

AEgis Technologies
410 Jan Davis Drive,  
Huntsville, AL 35806, USA 
sales@aegistg.com 
www.aegistg.com 
Tel: +1 256 922 0802 Fax: 922 0904 
Mr. Del Beilstein, VP Bus Dev, 
Technology Solutions

AEM
Taylor’s End, Stansted Airport, 
Essex, CM24 1RB, UK 
aem@aemtek.co.uk 
www.aem.co.uk 
Tel: +44 1279 680 030 Fax: 680 040 
Tina Suckling, Cust Supp Exec

Aerlyper
Alfonso Goméz, 42,  
28037 Madrid, SPAIN 
info@aerlyper.es 
aerlyper.es 
Tel: +34 915 089 940
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AeroComputers
2889 West Fifth Street, Suite 111, 
Oxnard, CA 93030, USA 
sales@aerocomputers.com 
www.aerocomputers.com 
Tel: +1 805 985 3390 x107  
Fax: 984 8782 
Mike Thompson, East Coast/
Government Sales

Aerodata
Hermann-Blenk-Straße 34-36, 
38108 Braunschweig, GERMANY 
mail@aerodata.de 
www.aerodata.de 
Tel: +49 531 2359 0 Fax: 2359 158

Aerolite
Aumühlestrasse 10,  
6373 Ennetbürgen/NW, 
SWITZERLAND 
info@aerolite.ch 
www.aerolite.ch 
Tel: +41 41 624 5858 Fax: 624 5859 
Roland Hengartner, CEO

Aeromaoz
Kibbutz Yavne, 79233, ISRAEL 
info@aeromaoz.com 
www.aeromaoz.com 
Tel: +972 3 609 5003 Fax: 609 5033 
Marc Steinberg, Mktg Mgr

Aeronautical &  
General Instruments
Fleets Point, Willis Way,  
Poole, Dorset, BH15 3SS, UK 
sales@agiltd.co.uk 
www.agiltd.co.uk 
Tel: +44 1202 685 661 Fax: 685 670 
Mark Beisley, Bus Mgr Naval Avn

Aeronautics
PO Box 169, Yavne, 81101, ISRAEL 
Tsurd@aeronautics-sys.com 
www.aeronautics-sys.com 
Tel: +972 8 943 3600 Fax: 932 8912 
Tsur Dvir, Marketing Officer

Aerosim Technologies
351 Cliff Road East,  
Burnsville, MN 55337, USA 
info@aerosim.com 
www.aerosim.com 
Tel: +1 952 894 4694 Fax: 894 4977 
Jason Thompson, Bus Dev Mgr

AeroSimulators Group
Laagstraat 65,  
9140 Temse, BELGIUM 
info@aerosimulators.com 
www.aerosimulators.com 
Tel: +32 475 24 17 97  
Pierre De Backer, CEO

AeroSimulators USA
8599 Prairie Trail Drive, Suite 
A-200, Englewood, CO 80112, USA 
info@aerosimulators.com 
www.aerosimulators.com 
Tel: +1 303 736 6740 Fax: 736 6747

Aerosonic
1212 North Hercules Avenue, 
Clearwater, FL 33765, USA 
info@aerosonic.com 
www.aerosonic.com 
Tel: +1 727 461 3000 Fax: 447 5926 
Sanjeev Musalimadugu,  
Dir Sales & Mktg

Aerospace & Defence Products
PO Box 411, Mona Vale,  
NSW 1660, AUSTRALIA 
adp@aerospacedefenceproducts.com.au 
www.aerospacedefenceproducts.com.au 
Tel: +61 2 9979 9001  
Fax: 9979 9009 
David Coleman, MD

Aerostar
Str.Condorilor, nr.9,  
Bacau, 600302, ROMANIA 
aerostar@aerostar.ro 
www.aerostar.ro 
Tel: +40 234 575 070

Aerowing
2936 Foster Creighton Drive, 
Nashville, TN 37204, USA 
www.aerowing.com 
Tel: +1 855 325 3835 

Aeroxchange
5221 North O’Connor Boulevard, 
Suite 800, East Tower,  
Dallas, TX 75039, USA 
sales@aeroxchange.com 
www.aeroxchange.comaexportal 
Tel: +1 972 556 8500 Fax: 556 8528 
Albert Koszarek, Pres/CEO

AFCEA International
4400 Fair Lakes Court,  
Fairfax, VA 22033-3899, USA 
www.afcea.org 
Tel: +1 703 631 6100 Fax: 631 6169

Africair
13551 Southwest 132nd Avenue, 
Miami, FL 33186, USA 
info@africair.com  
www.africair.com 
Tel: +1 305 255 6973

AGC Aerospace & Defense
316 Northwest 61st Street, 
Oklahoma City, OK 73118, USA 
jlantz@agcaerospace.com 
www.agcaerospace.com 
Tel: +1 405 737 2676 Fax: 732 4141 
Erika Lucas, VP Mktg & Comms

Aero Dynamix
3227 West Euless Boulevard, 
Euless, TX 76040, USA 
sales@aerodynamix.com 
aerodynamix.com 
Tel: +1 817 571 0729  
Fax: 283 5432 
Stu Parker, Sales & Mktg Mgr

Aero Innovations
P.O. Box 80223, Davao City,  
8000, PHILIPPINES 
trevor@aero-innovations.com 
www.aero-innovations.com 
Tel: +63 927 660 1530 
Trevor Norris, MD/CEO

Aero Optical
Sterling House, 7 Ashford Road, 
Maidstone, Kent, ME14 5BJ, UK 
info@aero-optical.com 
www.aero-optical.com 
Tel: +44 1622 682 553 
Frank Kraft, Owner

Aero Precision
201 Lindbergh Avenue,  
Livermore, CA 94551, USA 
sales@aeroprecision.com 
www.aeroprecision.com 
Tel: +1 925 455 9900 Fax: 455 9901 
Ertugurl Turhal, VP Bus Dev/
Technical Support

Aero Propulsion Support Group
108 May Drive, Harrison,  
OH 45030, USA 
aslattery@aeropropulsion.com 
www.aeropropulsion.com 
Tel: +1 513 367 9452 Fax: 367 7930 
Allan Slattery, Pres

Aero Sekur
Fowler Avenue, The Hub, 
Farnborough Business Park, 
Farnborough, GU14 7JF, UK 
sales@aerosekur.co.uk 
www.aerosekur.com 
Tel: +44 1252 302 344 Fax: 302 101 
Mark Butler, CEO

Aero Simulation
4450 East Adamo Drive, Suite 501, 
Tampa, FL 33605-5941, USA 
r_shepard@aerosimulation.com 
www.aerosimulation.com 
Tel: +1 813 628 4447 x147  
Fax: 628 8404 
Russ Shepard, Mktg

Aero Telemetry
PO Box 2047, Huntington Beach, 
CA 92647, USA 
sales@aerotelemetry.com 
www.aerotelemetry.com 
Tel: +1 714 596 1352 Fax: 596 1362 
Rob Hartz, Govt Contracts & Mktg
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AGE Logistics Corporation
730 East Cypress Avenue, 
Monrovia, CA 91016-4253, USA 
www.agelogistics.com 
Tel: +1 626 243 5253 
Yudie Fishman, Pres

AHS International
2701 Prosperity Avenue, Suite 210, 
Fairfax, VA 22031, USA 
staff@vtol.org 
www.vtol.org 
Tel: +1 703 684 6777 Fax: 739 9279 
Mike Hirschberg, Exec Dir

Air & Ground
Aviation House, London Road, 
Shirleywich, Staffordshire,  
ST18 0PN, UK 
sales@airandground.com 
www.airandground.com 
Tel: +44 1889 271 777 Fax: 270 756 
John Davidson, VP Sales

Air Affairs Australia
1 Bubuk Street, Yerriyong,  
NSW 2540, AUSTRALIA 
sales@airaffairs.com.au 
www.airaffairs.com.au 
Tel: +61 2 4423 6755  
Fax: 4423 1233 
Chris Sievers, MD

Air Asia Company
1050 Jichang Road, Rende District, 
Tainan City, 71755, TAIWAN 
j.c.tsui@airasia.com.tw 
www.airasia.com.tw 
Tel: +886 6 268 4810 Fax: 269 8228 
Tsui Jen Chun, Dir Mktg

Air Comm Corporation
1575 West 124th Avenue, Suite 
210, Westminster, CO 80234, USA 
ksteiner@aircommcorp.com 
www.aircommcorp.com 
Tel: +1 303 440 4075 Fax: 440 6355 
Keith Steiner, CEO

Air Covers
Bryn Business Centre,  
Wrexham, LL13 9UT, UK 
info@aircovers.com 
www.aircovers.com 
Tel: +44 1978 897 540 
John Pattinson, MD

Air Methods
7211 South Peoria Street, 
Englewood, CO 80112, USA 
fgraham@airmethods.com 
www.airmethods.com 
Tel: +1 303 792 7400 
Frank Graham, Senior Director, 
Global Sales and Marketing

Air Nautics
7, rue Notre Dame, Fontenay Sous 
Bois, 94120, FRANCE 
marc.mongeau@airnautics.aero 
www.airnautics.aero 
Tel: +33141951762 
Marc Mongeau, President

Air Nautics Consultants
Rue de la Faïencerie 2, 1227 
Carouge, SWITZERLAND 
geneva@airnautics.com 
www.airnautics.com 
Tel: +41 22 348 1457

Air Rescue Systems
445 Dead Indian Memorial Road, 
Ashland, OR 97520, USA 
info@airrescuesystems.com 
www.airrescuesystems.com 
Tel: +1 541 488 0941

Air Technology Engines
2884 South Horseshoe Drive, 
Naples, FL 34104, USA 
info@airtechnology.com 
www.airtechnology.com 
Tel: +1 239 643 0011 Fax: 643 0940 
Mike Turner, Pres

Air – Transport Europe
Airport Poprad- Tatry,  
058 98 Poprad, SLOVAKIA 
ate@ate.sk  www.ate.sk 
Tel: +421 52 7761 911  
Fax: 7881 603

Airborne Industries
6 Sycamore Way,  
Branford, CT 06405, USA 
info@airborneindustries.com 
www.airborneindustries.com 
Tel: +1 203 315 0200 Fax: 215 0208 
Anthony Gentile, Pres

Airborne Systems Europe
Bettws Road, Llangeinor, 
Bridgend, CF32 8PL, UK 
www.airbornesystems.co.uk 
Tel: +44 1656 727 000 
Richard King, Bus Dev Mgr

Airborne Systems North America
5800 Magnolia Avenue, 
Pennsauken, NJ 08109, USA 
sales@airborne-sys.com 
airborne-sys.com 
Tel: +1 856 663 1275 Fax: 663 3028

Airbus Defence & Space (France)
5 Quai Marcel Dassault, 92150 
Suresnes, FRANCE 
airbusdefenceandspace.com 
Tel: +33 1 46 97 30 00 
Gregory Gavroy, Hd Media Rel

Airbus Defence & Space 
(Germany)
Landshuter Strasse 26, 85716 
Unterschleissheim, GERMANY 
lothar.belz@airbus.com 
airbusdefenceandspace.com 
Tel: +49 89 3179 0 
Lothar Belz, Hd Media Rel CIS

Airbus Defence & Space (UK)
Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage, 
Hertfordshire, SG1 2AS, UK 
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com 
Tel: +44 1438 773 000 
Jeremy Close, Dir Comms & PR

Airbus Defence & Space  
Military Aircraft
Avenida de Aragón 404,  
28022 Barajas, SPAIN 
info@military.airbus.com 
airbusdefenceandspace.com 
Tel: +34 91 443 3000 
Fernando Alonso, Head Military Div

Airbus Defense & Space, Inc
2550 Wasser Terrace, Suite 9000, 
Herndon, VA 20171, USA 
stephanie.diehl@eads-na.com 
northamerica.airbus-group.com 
Tel: +1 703 466 5600 
Stephanie Diehl, Sr Comms Mgr

Airbus Group Australia Pacific
PO Box 69, Pinkenba, QLD,  
4008, AUSTRALIA 
www.airbusgroupap.com.au 
Tel: +61 7 3637 3000  
Fax: 3637 3955

Airbus Helicopters
Aéroport International 
Marseille-Provence,  
13725 Marignane Cedex, FRANCE 
marketing.helicopters@airbus.com 
www.airbushelicopters.com 
Tel: +33 4 4285 8585  
Fax: 4285 8970 
Guillaume Steuer, Hd Extl Comms

Airbus Helicopters Inc
2701 N. Forum Drive,  
Grand Prairie, TX 75052, USA 
treg.manning@airbus.com 
airbushelicoptersinc.com 
Tel: +1 972 641 3464 Fax: 641 3419 
Treg Manning, VP Sales & Mktg
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American Helicopter Services and 
Aerial Firefighting Association
4190 McIntosh Court, Hollywood, 
MD 20636-2384, USA 
ghill@ahsafa.org 
www.ahsafa.org 
Tel: +1 801 673 7324 
George C. Hill, Exec Dir

Ameripack
107 North Gold Drive,  
Robbinsville, NJ 08691, USA 
sales@ameripack.com 
www.ameripack.com 
Tel: +1 609 259 7004 Fax: 259 8975 
Bob LeGrand, Bus Dev Mgr

Ametek Aerospace & Defense
50 Fordham Road, Wilmington, 
MA 01887, USA 
aerosales@ametek.com 
www.ameteksensors.com 
Tel: +1 978 988 4617 Fax: 988 4944

Ampex Data Systems
26460 Corporate Ave,  
Hayward, CA 94545, USA 
ddowning@ampex.com 
www.ampex.com 
Tel: +1 650 367 2011 
Donald Downing, Bus Dev Mgr

Amphenol
Thanet Way, Whitstable,  
Kent, CT5 3JF, UK 
info@amphenol.co.uk 
www.amphenol.co.uk 
Tel: +44 1227 773 200 Fax: 276 571 
Steve Roberts, MD

AMREL Systems
3445 Fletcher Avenue,  
El Monte, CA 91731, USA 
cdinfo@amrel.com 
computers.amrel.com 
Tel: +1 626 443 6818 
Javier Camarillo, Sr Application 
Engineer

AmSafe Bridport
The Court, West Street,  
Bridport, DT6 3QU, UK 
tim.bell@amsafebp.com 
amsafebridport.com 
Tel: +44 1308 456 666  
Fax: 456 605 
Tim Bell, Sales Manager – 
Airframes Sales Team

AmSafe Defense
1043 North 47th Avenue,  
Phoenix, AZ 85043, USA 
sales-asa@amsafe.com 
www.amsafe.com 
Tel: +1 602 850 2850 Fax: 850 2812 
Dave Merrill, Dir Sales/Mktg

Alkan
Rue du 8 Mai 1945, BP23,  
94460 Valenton, FRANCE 
info@alkan.fr 
www.alkan.fr 
Tel: +33 1 45 10 8600  
Fax: +33 1 45 10 8639 
Jean-Michel Ganascia, Sales & 
Marketing Mgr 

ALKAN is a French military 
aeronautical equipment 
manufacturer leader in carriage, 
release and ejection systems 
dedicated to combat, training 
and MPA aircraft and helicopters. 
ALKAN equipment is in operation 
in more than 65 countries and is 
qualified on more than 60 
different aircraft. The quality and 
reliability of ALKAN’s products are 
guaranteed by the ISO 9001:2008, 
EN9100:2009 and FRA 21Z and 
FRA 21G certifications.

All-System Aerospace 
International
75 Beacon Drive,  
Holbrook, NY 11741, USA 
sales@allsystem.com 
www.allsystem.com 
Tel: +1 631 582 9200  
Fax: 582 9353 
Karl G Zacek, Pres

Alloy Surfaces
121 North Commerce Drive, 
Chester Township, PA 19014, USA 
sales@alloysurfaces.com 
www.alloysurfaces.com 
Tel: +1 610 497 7979 Fax: 494 7250

Alpine Aerotech
1260 Industrial Road,  
Kelowna, BC, V1Z 1G5, CANADA 
mdruet@alpineaerotech.com 
www.alpineaerotech.com 
Tel: +1 250 769 6344 
Mike Druet, Dir Mktg

Altair Engineering
1820 Big Beaver Road,  
Troy, MI 48083, USA 
www.altair.com 
Tel: +1 248 614 2400 
Jeffrey M Brennan, Chf Mktg Off

Alturair
Gillespie Field, El Cajon,  
California, CA 92020, USA 
info@alturair.com 
www.alturair.com 
Tel: +1 619 449 1570

Aircraft & Commercial Enterprises
221 West Market Street,  
Derby, KS 67037, USA 
mike@aircoment.com 
www.aircoment.com 
Tel: +1 316 788 0400 Fax: 788 6700 
Mike Helmer, Pres

Aircraft Marketing
P12997 S Las Vegas Blvd, 
Henderson, NV 89044, USA 
lou@aircraftmarketing.com 
www.aircraftmarketing.com 
Tel: +1 702 260 3333 
Lou Kaminsky, Pres

Aitech Defense Systems
19756 Prairie Street,  
Chatsworth, CA 91311, USA 
sales@rugged.com 
www.rugged.com 
Tel: +1 888 248 3248  
Fax: +1 818 407 1502 
Doug Patterson, VP Sales & Mktg

Akzo Nobel Aerospace Coatings
1 East Water Street,  
Waukegan, IL 60085, USA 
customer.service@akzonobel.com 
www.anac.com 
Tel: +1 847 625 3330 Fax: 625 3222

Alava Ingenieros
Edificio Antalia, C/ Albasanz, 16, 
28037 Madrid, SPAIN 
alava@alava-ing.es 
www.alava-ing.es 
Tel: +34 91 567 9700  
Fax: 570 2661

Alion Science and Technology
1750 Tysons Boulevard,  
Suite 1300, McLean,  
VA 22102, USA 
contact@alionscience.com 
www.alionscience.com 
Tel: +1 703 918 4480 
Bruce Samuelsen, Sr VP

Alion Science and Technology 
Rapid Engineering Solutions
355 Industrial Park, Suite A, 
Grantsburg, WI 54840, USA 
www.a-mcpt.com 
Tel: +1 715 463 4390  
Fax: 463 4399 
Eric Peterson, Div Mgr
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